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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Marriage Encounter proposes to make good marriages better
(Gallagher, 1975; Otto, 1975; Gee, 1981; Hof and Miller, 1981).

The

weekend Encounter experience itself has been phenomenally successful
(Lester and Doherty, 1983).

The Marriage Encounter growth rate has

been estimated at over 1,500,000 couples worldwide in approximately 12
years (Stedman, 1982).

Though these claims are impressive, there is

no long-term follow-up research to substantiate them (Otto, 1976;
Doherty, McCabe and Ryder, 1978; Berman, 1980; Gee, 1981; Hof and
Miller, 1981; Doherty and Walker, 1982; Stedman, 1982; and Silverman
and Urbaniak, 1983).

Background of Marriage Encounter
"Marriage Encounter is a 44-hour marriage enrichment program
sponsored by church groups to revitalize marriages and restore
relationships to their original level of intimacy" (Lester and
Doherty, 1983, p. 183).

Marriage Encounter programs emerged in the

1960's and were strongly influenced by Humanistic Psychology (Hof and
Miller, 1981).

The Catholic Marriage Encounter program was begun in

Spain in 1962 by Father Gabriel Calvo and was introduced to the United
States in 1967 (Buettner, 1976 and Hof and Miller, 1981).
As the Catholic Marriage Encounter program evolved, a discrepancy
1
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arose among administrators who held variant viewpoints, causing a
split in the organization in 1973.

Two groups emerged.

The group ·led

by Father Charles Gallagher with headquarters in New York, became
known as the Catholic Worldwide Marriage Encounter.

Twenty-five local

groups not connected with the New York structure took up the name of
Catholic National Marriage Encounter (Buettner, 1976).
Though members of other Church denominations were invited to
participate in Catholic Marriage Encounter, many denominations began
their own programs.

Even though other Church denominations soon

developed their own versions off Marriage Encounter, the Catholicsponsored Marriage Encounter group probably enjoyed the most widely
attended program and has been the most widely copied by other
religious groups (Gee, 1981).

The Worldwide Catholic expression has

remained the largest segment of Marriage Encounter with other
Catholic, Christian and Jewish Worldwide expressions maintaining
similar structures and concepts (Stedman, 1982).
Marriage enrichment, defined as "an educational and preventive
approach to relationship enhancement" (Hof and Miller, 1981), emerged
from a variety of sources.

In the 1960's David and Vera Mace began

their work with retreats for Quakers.

Also in the 1960's Herbert Otto

conducted a variety of programs in the area of marital and family
enrichment.

The Minnesota Couples Communication Program also emerged

in the 1960's (Hof and Miller, 1981).

These are all short-term

enrichment programs, most of them lasting for a weekend (Koch and
Koch, 1976).
Though Marriage Encounter and Marriage Enrichment programs vary
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in content and structure; they both profess to provide a growth
experience for normal married couples (Smith, Shaffner, Scott, 1979).
Marriage Encounter and Marriage Enrichment participants have been
described as "couples who have what they perceive to be a fairly well
functioning marriage and who wish to make their marriage even more
mutually satisfying" (Otto, 1975, p. 137).
Fisher, Giblin and Hoopes (1982) conducted a survey of 208
nonclinical family members and studied their views of the nature of a
healthy family.

The results of this study show that members of

healthy families place high value on communication.

According to Gee

(1981), the stated objectives of different enrichment programs vary,
but all aim at an increased understanding of self, partner, and
relationship through better communication.

Marriage Encounter

proposes an increase in marital growth through communication and self
disclosure by means of a process which has become known as the "10-10
dialogue technique" (Gallagher, 1975).
Proponents of Marriage Encounter further emphasize the need for
couples to continue this dialogue technique after their Encounter
Weekend (Durkin, 1977).

Most encounter and enrichment programs

provide on-going support groups to assist couples with this growth
process (Koch and Koch, 1976; and Hof and Miller, 1981).

According to

Mace (1979) "when couples are moved into 'support groups' following
the initial weekend experience, in the great majority of cases
continued growth occurs" (p. 417).
Speaking from over 40 years experience in marriage counseling,
Mace (1979) states that "in our society today, most marriages never
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develop anything approaching relationship-in-depth" (p. 411).

Mace

reports that our present culture is not providing conditions in which
marriages can be encouraged to grow.

He suggests that enrichment may

be a response to this cultural deficiency.

Marriage Enrichment,

according to Mace, seeks to use all available resources to initiate
change in marital relationships and to move couples toward the
achievement of their full potential.

Background
Urbaniak (1982) studied Marriage Encounter participants.

His

sample was a volunteer sample taken from the entire population of
couples attending the Marriage Encounter weekends conducted in the
Diocese of Rockford between July 1979 and the end of January 1980.
total of 278 couples took part in this study.

A

Two hundred and ten

completed all questionnaires and inventories.
The purpose of Urbaniak's study was to describe the
characteristics of the couples who participated in weekend Marriage
Encounter programs, to investigate that population and to compare it
to the normative groups of couples described for the Caring
Relationship Inventory.

The questions which Urbaniak investigated

were: How can the couples who participate in weekend Marriage
Encounter programs be described?
satisfactory marriages?

Do they perceive that they have

Can this be demonstrated by comparing them to

a norm group of successfully married couples?
Urbaniak gathered data by means of a couples' questionnaire which
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he designed for this study.

The husband-wife questionnaire is the

male and female form of the same questionnaire.

The questionnaires

included the categories of religious practice, physical and emotional
health, financial security, sexual satisfaction, relationship with
children, extended family contact and marital satisfaction.
Shostrom's Caring Relationship Inventory was used by Urbaniak in his
study to measure the couple's perception of their marital
relationship.

The Caring Relationship Inventory is a measure of the

essential elements of love and caring in human relationships.
Urbaniak found from the self-report questionnaire that the means
and frequency distributions are all between the average and above
average categories.

He concluded, therefore, that the individuals in

his study view their marriages as satisfactory.

The results from the

Caring Relationship Inventory indicated that there are no significant
statistical differences between means on any scale or subscale with
the exception of the self-love scale comparing Marriage Encounter
couples with the norm group of couples on the CRI.

Urbaniak concluded

that the sample of males, females and couples in his study closely
approximate the appropriate successfully married norm groups of the
Caring Relationship Inventory.
Purpose of This Study
The purpose of this study is to follow-up, from the previous
study (Urbaniak, 1982), those couples who attended Catholic Marriage
Encounter weekends in the Catholic Diocese of Rockford between July
1979 and the end of January 1980; and who signed release forms
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agreeing to be contacted for a follow-up study.

A comparison will be

made between the current scores of these couples on Shostrom's Caring
Relationship Inventory and their previous scores on the same
inventory.

The self-report questionnaires will be examined to

determine if these individuals continue to view their marriage as
satisfactory.

A comparison will also be made between the current life

style characteristics of these couples and their previous life style
characteristics as reported in the questionnaires.

The couples'

involvement in continued Marriage Encounter dialogue and follow-up
activities since their Marriage Encounter will also be investigated.
Definition of Terms
Marriage Encounter
Marriage Encounter is an international movement sponsored by
various Church denominations.
the growth of married couples.

If offers weekend programs to promote
Marriage Encounter has a twin base of

faith (theological derivation) and dialogue (psychological derivation)
(Genovese, 1975).

Marriage Encounter focuses almost entirely on

dyadic interaction, with group process being limited to the
experiencing of several presentations by the leadership team in the
total group setting.

There are shared meals and a religious service

(Hof and Miller, 1981).

Several Protestant and Jewish denominations

have developed their own versions of Marriage Encounter.
Catholic Marriage Encounter
Catholic Marriage Encounter is a structured 44-hour program for
those couples who have good marriages and want to make them better
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(Gallagher,_ 1975).

The Catholic

}~rriage

Encounter program presents a

unique form of communication known as the "10-10 dialogue".

Through

this communication process couples learn to experience each other as
fully as possible on the weekend.

According to Gallagher (1975)

"Catholic Marriage Encounter is, furthermore, a practical spelling out
of Vatican Council II, most particularly the Bishop's statement that
we, the people, are the Church" (p. 31).
Marriage Enrichment
Marriage Enrichment refers to a number of short-term programs
established to teach married couples how to.be more responsive to each
other's needs.
1976).

Most of these programs last a weekend (Koch and Koch,

The couples who attend marriage enrichment programs are

self-referred and self-screened.

Only those who perceive their

relationships as 'good' are asked to attend (Koch and Koch, 1976).
Unlike Catholic Marriage Encounter, Marriage Enrichment programs vary
in structure.

One Marriage Enrichment model, for example, involves a

minimum of organization and structure, with the group of couples
meeting for the weekend deciding for themselves what the agenda and
goals will be (Hof and Miller, 1981).
Limitations of this Study
Potential limitations of this study are:
1) The population is composed of persons who had enrolled as
participants in Worldwide Marriage Encounter weekends held within the
Diocese of Rockford, Illinois.

This is a specific population and thus

may not be generalizable to all populations.
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2) The sample size of respondents is small compared to the number
of couples who have participated in Marriage Encounter.
3) The participants were volunteers.

Therefore, the results can

represent implication for a portion of the population (i.e.
volunteers) only.
4) The husband and wife questionnaires have not been formally
standardized.

Based on content validity they are assumed to measure a

certain degree of marital happiness or satisfaction.

Construct

validity, however, has not been established, thus limiting the
generalizations which can be made regarding the individual's marital
satisfaction.
5) Not all of the couples who participated in Urbaniak's study
participated in the follow-up study.
6) This study is biased insofar as it represents only those 42
couples who returned completed copies of all of the instruments.

Organization of This Study
Chapter I has presented an Introduction, Background of Marriage
Encounter, a Statement of Purpose and Limitations of the Study.
Chapter II reviews the literature and presents the hypotheses.

A

description of the instruments employed, the methodology and
procedures for collecting and analyzing the data are presented in
Chapter III.

Chapter IV describes the results of the data analysis.

The final Chapter contains a

~ummary,

discussion, conclusions and

recommendations of this study.
The review of the literature which follows, will look initially
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at marital satisfaction and studies pertaining to the endurance of
marital satisfaction over time.

Studies pertaining to the Marriage

Encounter weekend which proposes to increase marital satisfaction will
then be examined.

The dialogue technique peculiar to

Encounter will be included as a subtopic.

v~rriage

Research related to

Marriage Enrichment programs will be discussed.

Research describing

Marriage Encounter and Marriage Enrichment participants will also be
considered in this review of the literature.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
This section reviews the literature pertaining to Marital
Satisfaction, Marriage Encounter and Marriage Enrichment Participants,
Marriage Encounter, and Marriage Enrichment.

Follow-up studies

related to each of these areas are given prime consideration.
Marital Satisfaction
Numerous books and articles have been written on marital problems
and pathological families.
family counseling abound.

Agencies specializing in marital and
The professional literature, though replete

with criteria for identifying "problem families"; offers minimal
research pertaining to the dynamics of the so-called healthy or normal
family (Otto, 1963).
Ackerman (1958) suggests that it is easier in our time to spot
the more obviously pathological marital relationships than it is to be
definitive regarding standards for healthy marital relations.

The

characteristics of a healthy marital relationship, according to
Ackerman, include a relatively clear awareness of strivings and
values, positive in emphasis rather than defensive (p. 155).

Ackerman

also proposes that a healthy marital relationship would include a
reasonable degree of compatibility in the main areas of shared
experience - the emotional, social, sexual, economic and parental
areas (p. 155).
10
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Marital satisfaction, according to Lenthal (1977) is different
from marital stability.

Lenthal views marital satisfaction as a

function of the comparison between one's marital expectations and
one's marital outcome; and marital stability as a function of the
comparison between one's best available marital alternative and one's
marital outcome (p. 25).
The concept of marital stability is the bases of Swensen's
research with marriages that endure.

In his study Swensen (1977)

points out that the duration of marriage, the mere passage of time, is
not in itself a significant variable.

Significant variables,

according to Swensen, are changes which take place within the passage
of time.

In order to measure these variables Swensen developed a Love

Scale Index.

Commitment and sex, according to this scale are

variables within the person, or person variables.

Relationship with

children and retirement are viewed as situational or environmental
variables.

Marriage relationship is the dependent variable.

Swensen (1977) interviewed 224 white basically middle-class
couples whose occupation ranged from unskilled laborer to
professional.

These couples were over 50 years of age and were

married 20 years or more.

Swensen concluded from his study that post

retirement couples have less love expression and fewer marriage
problems than the pre-retirement couples.

Committed couples have

fewer problems and higher agreement on what their problems are than
the uncommitted couples.

Interaction with children seems to have

little effect on the marriages of older couples according to Swensen's
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study.
Very little empirical research pertaining to marital satisfaction
is found in the literature.

Paris and Luckey (1966) and Markman

(1981) have completed longitudinal studies in this area.

Paris and

Luckey studied married couples while Markman studied premarital
couples.

Fisher, Giblin and Hoopes (1982) conducted a survey of

nonclinical family members.
Paris and Luckey (1966) report a longitudinal study of married
couples.

In 1957 two groups of 40 married couples were identified as

satisfied and unsatisfied in marriage.

Reportedly, in 1963 the

couples who were originally satisfied scored lower while the
unsatisfied couples raised their scores.

Paris and Luckey conclude

from their study that possibly marital satisfaction is related to an
overall developmental pattern of the marriage relationship.

They

suggest that there are identifiable periods in the lives of most
married people that may be less happy than others.

Luckey (1966)

suggests that a process of disillusionment takes place in marriage
over time.
Markman (1981) expressed interest in the predictability of
marital satisfaction.

He assessed the power of communication patterns

of premarital couples as a means of predicting marital satisfaction.
Communication was selected as a predictive variable because of its
implications for intervention.
Markman (1981), in exploring the causes for marital distress
completed a longitudinal study in which he examined the predictive
power of communication ratings at Time 1 in relation to marital
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satisfaction five and one-half years later (Time 4).

In the initial

stage of the study, 26 couples planning marriage participated.
intact couples completed data at all three follow-up points.

Nine
Results

in 1979 indicate that the more positively premarital couples rate
their communication, the more satisfied they are with their
relationship five and one-half years later.
Healthy satisfied families have also been found to value
communication.

Fisher, Giblin and Hoopes (1982) in their survey of

208 nonclinical family members found that these well functioning
families placed high value on cohesion and communication skills.

As a

result of their study Fisher et al. described the healthy family as
one in which family members are reciprocally accepting, supporting and
caring.

These family members are encouraged to express their feelings

and thoughts through open and direct communication.
Though satisfied couples do not seem to receive as much attention
in current literature as do pathological relationships and problem
families

there have been several attempts to identify healthy marital

relationships and healthy families.

Results of these attempts reveal

that a stable relationship may not necessarily mean a satisfied
relationship.

Environmental influences impact on marital

satisfaction; and commitment and communication have been found to be
significant variables in the measurement of marital satisfaction.
Marriage Encounter and Marriage Enrichment Participants
Marriage Encounter and Marriage Enrichment programs identify
their participants as normal well-satisfied couples.

These are
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considered to be programs for good marriages.

Participants seek out

these programs to help them enhance what they already consider to be
satisfying marital relationships (Hof and Miller, 1981; Mace and Mace,
1974; Koch and Koch, 1976).
Urbaniak (1982) completed a descriptive study of Marriage
Encounter participants living in the Diocese of Rockford, Illinois.
In his results he describes the average couple who comes to a weekend
Marriage Encounter as married a little more than 16 years, has three
unmarried children living at home and lives in what can be described
as a rural or suburban area, having a population of less than 20,000
people.

This is the first marriage for the couple, who in this sample

is likely to be Catholic.

In general, neither husband nor wife has

had individual or marriage counseling.

The average husband is

approximately 39 years of age, has completed about two years of higher
education and earns more than 20 but less than 40 thousand dollars a
year.

His wife is approximately 38 years of age, has had about one

year of higher education and earns less than 3,200 a year (Urbaniak,
1982, P· 51).
By means of Shostrom's Caring Relationship Inventory, Urbaniak
found that the great majority of couples in his study view.their
marriages as above average to excellent.

On the CRI these Marriage

Encounter couples do closely resemble the successfully married norm
group (Silverman and Urbaniak, 1983).
Some descriptive data of Marriage Encounter participants was
provided by Huber (1976) in his study of relationship enhancement
during a Marriage Encounter weekend.

Participants in this study are
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primarily Caucasian (94.8%), have a mean age of 35.6 years, are
married an average of 12.8 years, completed an average of 14.5 years
of education, have an average income of $19,311 and a religious
preference primarily Catholic (80.5%).

This is the first marriage for

the majority of these couples (94.8%) and 79.2% of them have never
experienced counseling.

Their number of children range from zero to

six.
Neville (1971) studied the types of personalities who
participated in a Marital Enrichment Group.
Briggs Type Indicator to designate

Neville used the Myers

typologi~s.

The sample consisted

of seven groups of couples, three groups in California and four groups
in Florida.

This study reveals that participants in Marriage

Enrichment groups are predominantly intuitive-feeling type
personalities.
By way of summary, the above research demonstrates that the
couple attending a Catholic Marriage Encounter is approximately 35-39
years of age, has been married an average of 12-17 years, has
completed approximately two years of higher education and has an
average income of about $20,000.

For the most part this is the first

marriage for this couple who are most likely to be Catholic and
neither of whom has received counseling.
children is zero to six.

Their average number of

The Myers Briggs Type Indicator reveals that

participants in Marriage Enrichment groups are predominantly
intuitive-feeling type personalities.

Scores on the CRI for these

couples closely resemble the successfully married norm group.
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Marriage Encounter
Communication and Dialogue Technique
Communication has been strongly advocated by Marriage Encounter
as a means of enhancing the marital relationship.

The "10-10"

dialogue technique was originated by the Catholic Marriage Encounter
for the purpose of teaching couples how to communicate.

During the

Marriage Encounter weekend couples are encouraged to continue this
technique after their weekend experience.

Father Chuck Gallagher

(1975), the Director of Worldwide Marriage Encounter insists that
continuous use of the dialogue technique helps to increase marital
satisfaction.

The dialogue technique, according to Father Gallagher,

is "not for a weekend but for a life time" (p. 122).
Numerous studies have been conducted with the purpose of
examining the effects of the Marriage Encounter "10-10" dialogue
communication technique on the marital relationship.

Several

unpublished doctoral dissertation studies examine this means of
communication taught during the Marriage Encounter weekend.

These

studies question the effect of this communication technique on the
marital relationship.
The effect of the dialogue technique itself was carefully studied
by Huber (1976), Samko (1976), and Taubman (1980).

Huber (1976) and

Samko (1976) used a pre-test and post-test design with experiment and
control groups and a follow-up of six weeks.

Taubman (1980) used a

post-test-only design with a control group and a six week follow-up.
Huber's study evaluated the general hypotheses that married
couples exposed to the dialogue technique improve their marital
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relationship more than couples who are not exposed to this technique.
Huber's findings indicate that the initial growth rate of the
relationship is rapid during the weekend experience and the improved
relationship is maintained for at least six weeks.

The growth rate,

however, does not continue over time but remains at the level attained
after the Marriage Encounter.
Self-disclosure and marital communication as a function of the
dialogue technique was examined by Samko (1976) and Taubman (1980).
Samko's results are similar to Huber's; namely, the level of
self-disclosure and primary communication does not increase over time.
Nevertheless, the level of these two variables remain at a
significantly higher level six weeks after the Marriage Encounter
weekend.

The results of Taubman's study show an increase in the

variable of self-disclosure and communication from post-test to six
weeks after the Marriage Encounter weekend and exposure to the "10-10"
dialogue technique.
During the weekend Marriage Encounter couples are encouraged to
continue the dialogue technique after the weekend.

Chicago Marriage

Encounter has established dialogue groups as means of encouraging
couples in this continuous process.

Bonjean (1976) investigated the

effects of one of these groups in Chicago.
post-test-only control group design.
couples' dialogues are analyzed.

Bonjean used a

Cassette tape recordings of

The results of this study

demonstrate no significant difference in amount of systematic work,
content of communication, or communication style between those who
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participated in a continuous dialogue group and those who did not.
A systematic evaluation of the effectiveness of

t~rriage

Encounter in increasing self-disclosure per se was undertaken by
Milholland and Avery (1982).

This study involved a pre-test and

post-test design with experiment and control groups, and a five week
follow-up.

The experimental group in this study is identified as

being involved in a Marriage Encounter training program of the Church
of Christ variation.

The hypotheses of this study that Marriage

Encounter couples, relative to the control couples, would increase in
self-disclosure is not supported.

The results of this study do,

however, reveal the efficacy of Marriage Encounter in raising and
maintaining couples' levels of trust and marital satisfaction.
The effects of the Marriage Encounter weekend on the couples'
level of communication was the focus of research conducted by Costa
(1981), Dempsey (1979) and French (1976).

Each of these studies uses

a pre-test and post-test design with experimental and control groups
with six to eight week's follow-up.

Each of these studies conclude

that the Marriage Encounter program does significantly increase the
level of communication and the quality of the interpersonal
relationship.

The level of communication is maintained over a

six-eight week period.
Seymour (1977) extended his follow-up to 60 days.

Marital

communication patterns were also used by Seymour as one of the
dependent variables.
day follow-up.

His design is a post-test-only design with a 60

At time of follow-up, the results demonstrate

significantly higher scores than at the time of post-test, immediately
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following the Marriage Encounter program.
The "10-10" dialogue technique unique to Marriage Encounter does
increase the growth rate of the marital relationship during the
weekend.

This growth rate is maintained for six weeks after the

weekend program.

Self-disclosure increases during some Marriage

Encounter weekend programs as a result of increased communication.
The couples' general level of communication has been known to increase
during the weekend Marriage Encounter program.

This level of increase

has been maintained over a six-eight week period.
With the exception of the study by Milholland and Avery, the
above studies pertaining to communication and the dialogue technique
during a Marriage Encounter weekend are all unpublished dissertation
studies.

None of the above studies offer conclusive rates of success

beyond an eight week's period.

Further long term follow-up is needed.

The Marriage Encounter Weekend
Communication and couple dialogue is the pivotal point of the
}~rriage

Encounter weekend.

Nevertheless, according to some, Marriage

Encounter is much more than a training program in communication
skills.

Stedman (1982) points out that "Marriage Encounter is not

simply another communication technique weekend" (p. 126).

Rather, "it

is an invitational-experiential call for life change and, in that
sense, is an initiation ceremony" (p. 126).

For Regula (1974),

Marriage Encounter has a two-fold objective: "It's primary concern is
to allow married couples to experience genuine interpersonal
communication with their spouses; and simultaneously, for those who
believe in the transcendent, it is also a mystical experience" (p.
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153) •
William J. Doherty has been a strong critic of Marriage Encounter
since the 1970's.

In 1978 Doherty published an article with Patricia

McCabe and Robert G. Ryder as co-authors.

In this 1978 article

Doherty et al. raise concerns about "potentially destructive and
illusory effects of the Marriage Encounter experience" (p. 99).
In their critical appraisal of Marriage Encounter, Doherty et al.
(1978) declare that "Marriage Encounter weekends are authoritarian and
coercive" (p. 103).

They propose that the Marriage Encounter weekend

offers a combination of great promises and terrible threats akin to
"fundamentalist religious rivalism" (p. 103).

In concluding this

appraisal Doherty et al. suggest that "follow-up studies of
encountered couples would obviously help prove or disprove this
pessinistic hypothesis" (p. 104).
After this preliminary appraisal of Marriage Encounter, Doherty
with other co-authors proceeded to conduct a two-part investigation of
Marriage Encounter casualties and Marriage Encounter graduates.
Information pertaining to Marriage Encounter casualties was obtained
from seven therapists who responded to questionnaires concerning those
couples who sought counseling from these therapists after their
Marriage Encounter weekend.

These couples cited several different

problems which they had experienced on the weekend.

Among those

problems cited was the apparent pressure toward change and
self-disclosure.

One therapist concluded that "although his clients'

relationship problems existed prior to Marriage Encounter, this pushed
(the problems) into the open without the support to adequately deal
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with the consequences" (p. 21).
The second phase of Doherty's investigation took the form of a
retrospective survey conducted to determine how couples felt about
their Marriage Encounter experience an average of four years later.
The results of this survey indicate that about 80% of the couples
reported a totally positive experience.

The most frequently cited

positive aspect of the program cited in this survey was the dialogues
or communication technique.

Results also show that 3% of the husbands

and 6% of the wives reported a global negative effect on one or more
areas of marriage (Lester and Doherty, 1983, p. 185).
Once again in these studies pertaining to the Marriage Encounter
weekend the dialogue or communication technique is called into
question either favorably or unfavorably.

It almost appears as though

the teaching of the dialogue technique is the primary end of Marriage
Encounter.

Nevertheless, both Stedman (1982) and Regula (1974) point

out that Marriage Encounter is more than a communication technique.
Marriage Enrichment
Marriage Enrichment programs were begun in the 1960's.

Hubert

Otto conducted a variety of experimental programs in the area of
marital and family enrichment in 1961.

David and Vera Mace began

their work with retreats for the Quakers in 1962.

They then went on

to found the Association of Couples for Marriage Enrichment (ACME) in
1973.

Since these early beginnings, a variety of Marriage Enrichment

programs have emerged.
to empirical research.

Several of these programs have been subjected
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Hof and Miller (1981) reviewed approximately 40 different studies
of Yillrriage Enrichment.

These studies for the most part involved a·

pre-post assessment format with two groups, the treatment group and a
waiting list or no treatment control group.

General findings show a

significantly greater change occurring for the Marriage Enrichment
group as compared to the control group.

Of these 40 studies, seven

studies include some type of follow-up.

Of these seven studies, only

one (Kilman, Moreault and Robinson) has published their results.

The

remaining six appear as unpublished dissertation studies.
All of these six unpublished dissertation studies were completed
in the 1970's.

Each study uses a pre-test and post-test design with

experimental and control groups.

The types of Marriage Enrichment

programs involved in these studies varied in length from three day
basic encounter groups to eight weekly treatment sessions.

The length

of time at follow-up also varied from 10 days to 10 weeks.

Results

are all significant and positive.
Three of these studies examined programs concerned with
communication skills training.

Nadeau (1971) conducted a study of

seven weekly couples' group sessions which focused on marriage
enrichment achieved through communication exercises.

Results of this

study demonstrate significant increases in the experimental group over
the control group in nonverbal communication skills and marital role
satisfaction as well as significant reduction in negative views of
self at follow-up.
Dillon (1976) examines a four week (12 hour) course in marital
communication skills in order to determine if this course effected
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marital adjustment.

This program is known as the Minnesota Couples

Communication Program.

Results of this study show significant

increases in communication effectiveness, and significant increases in
marital satisfaction at the close of the program.

These results were

maintained over 10 weeks.
Witkin's (1976) study of communication involved a social learning
paradigm.

Witkin studied two communication skills training programs.

The main skills taught during these programs were increasing positive
messages, decreasing negative messages and problem solving.

Results

indicate that couples trained in the program show significant
increases in their evaluation of communication effectiveness and
relationship satisfaction.

Results at follow-up show most changes are

maintained.
A Marriage Enrichment program used as a treatment approach for
treating marital discord was studied by Wieman (1973).

This research

compared two such treatments, Conjugal Relationship Modification (CRM)
and Reciprocal Reinforcement Therapy (RR).

Couples responding to

newspaper solicitations were assigned to either CRM or RR or to a
waiting-list control group.

Both treatment groups met for eight

weekly sessions and were conducted by therapists.

CRM couples were

taught two communication roles, that of Speaker (owning and accepting
responsibility for one's feelings) and that of Listener (empathically
reflecting the affective components of the Speakers message).

Results

of this study reveal significant change in marital functioning over
the

~ourse

of treatment.

10 weeks thereafter.

These changes were maintained at follow-up
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An evaluation of a three day basic encounter group for married
couples was undertaken by Burns (1972).

Essentially Burns sought to

measure changes in self-perception as a result of participation in
this program.

Results of this study reveal a significant overall

self-perception shift at follow-up.

Couples participating in this

study become more open and less defensive.
The longest follow-up study involving a Marriage Enrichment
program was conducted by Swicegood (1974).

Swicegood followed up a

small group of couples who had participated in weekends led by David
and Vera Mace.

Swicegood interviewed these,couples at intervals

ranging from two weeks to one-and-a-half years.
This program studied by Swicegood consisted of four weekend
retreats sponsored by the Association of Couples for Marriage
Enrichment (ACME).

The groups involved were (1) 25 couples attending

the retreat, (2) a control group of 10 similar types of couples not
participating in retreats, and (3) a follow-up interview group of six
couples who had previously participated in retreats.

Measures used in

this study consist of consensus test (Farber's Index of Marital
Integration), adaptation of Communication and Agreement Test from Hill
Interaction Matrix, questions on perception of marriage, and extended
interviews with prior participants.
The findings of Swicegood's study are significant.

She found

that the experimental group shows statistically significant
improvement on 20 of 29 items rated (after separate ratings of husband
and wife); 42 out of 46 spouses reported their marriage had been
enriched; the control group shows significant change on only two out
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of 27 items rated; anecdotal evidence revealed some erosion of
benefits over extended time periods (Swicegood, 1974, P• 181).
Commenting on this study Mace (1979) points out a need for
support groups.

Mace (1979) likens the initial enrichment experience

to a "conversion" resulting in a turning around or a change in
direction.

According to Mace (1979), however, few couples are able to

sustain the process of change fully without further help.

Mace (1979)

recommends "support groups" for couples following the initial weekend
experience.
The one published study reviewed by Hof and Miller ( 1981) is that
conducted by Kilman, Moreault and Robinson (1978).

This study

investigated the impact of a marriage enrichment program.

This

particular marital enrichment program was divided into two treatment
formats: (1) fair-fight training and (2) sexual enhancement.

An

attempt was made to determine whether the order of presentation of
these two formats would have a differential effect on outcome.

The

Caring Relationship Inventory was used as one of the measures.
The immediate and longer term treatment effects found in this
study generally favor the treatment groups over the no-treatment
control group on spouses' separate reports of marital and personal
functioning.

Significant effects are noted on the CRI at follow-up.

Kilman et a!. (1978) report that the spouses in both treatment groups
rate their partners on the CRI as close to an "ideal" mate regarding
the ability to accept personal strengths and weaknesses on the second
post-test.

However, there is a greater tendency for both treatment

groups to report greater congruence scores on the CRI at the second
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post-test and at the follow-up in comparison with the control group
while other experimental versus control group differences did not
reach significance until this time period (pp. 55-56).
More recently Joanning (1982) conducted yet another study of a
Couple Communication Program.

This study involved a pre-test and

immediate post-test and a five month follow-up.

Findings of this

study disclose improved communication skills at immediate post-test.
However, by follow-up it was found that trained couples virtually
returned to pre-test levels of marital adjustment although they
maintained post-test levels of communication skills.

Joanning (1982)

concluded from his study that although the training experience did
improve the communication awareness and communication skills of
couples integration of these skills into their daily routine was not
achieved (p. 467).
As revealed by this review of Marriage Enrichment research,
enrichment programs vary widely in structure and content.

For the

most part, however, the majority of these programs involve some form
of communication skills training.

Though Marriage Enrichment programs

attest to helping couples with good marriages enhance their marital
relationship, one study (Wieman, 1973) introduced a Marriage
Enrichment Program to couples with marital discord.

Wieman introduced

this Program as a treatment process.
The longest reported follow-up study of Marriage Enrichment was
that conducted by Swicegood who interviewed six out of 25 original
couples at a follow-up of one-and-a-half years.

This seems to

indicate a need for further follow-up research to substantiate the
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claims of Enrichment programs.
Conclusions
Marriage Encounter and Marriage Enrichment propose to enhance
well functioning satisfied marital relationships.
literature clearly substantiates these claims.

Evidence from the

Empirical research

does reveal that Marriage Encounter and Marriage Enrichment programs
do enhance marital relationships.

Attained results pertaining to this

are maintained for six to eight weeks.
Commitment and communication have been significant variables used
in measuring marital satisfaction.

The "10-10" dialogue technique

taught by Marriage Encounter is a valuable means of enhancing a
marital relationship.

Communication skills training is also a

valuable means of enhancing good marriages.
A description of satisfied couples who participate in Marriage
Encounter and Marriage Enrichment programs and who benefit from this
experience is available in the literature.

The level of satisfaction

of these couples is comparable to the norm of satisfied couples as
measured by Shostrom's Caring Relationship Inventory.
Do any of these satisfied couples maintain their level of
satisfaction beyond a six to eight week period of time?

What are the

characteristics of couples who do maintain a high level of
satisfaction over a period of several years?

These questions are the

focus of the present study.
Research Questions and Hypotheses To Be Tested
The following research questions and hypotheses will be tested:
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Research Questions
1.

Data from the self-report

qu~stionnaires

will be examined to

determine if there are any differences at follow-up.
2.

The couples' involvement in follow-up activities and their

continued use of the "10-10" dialogue technique will be examined.
Hypotheses
1.

There will be no significant difference between the original

Marriage Encounter group males and the follow-up group of males on any
of the CRI scales or subscales.
2.

There will be no significant difference between the original

Marriage Encounter group females and the follow-up group of females on
any of the CRI scales or subscales.
3.

There will be no significant difference between the original

Marriage Encounter group couples and the follow-up group of couples on
any of the CRI scales or subscales.
The methods used to test these hypotheses will be described in
Chapter III which follows.

A description of the sample and the

instruments will also be found in Chapter III.

Also included in

Chapter III will be the statistical procedures used in this study.

CP~PTER

III

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

This chapter is divided into four sections:

description of the

procedures, description of the instruments, and description of the
statistical procedures.
The couples involved in this study completed their Marriage
Encounter weekend in the Catholic Diocese of Rockford which is
comprised of 11 counties in northern Illinois.

These counties border

the state of Wisconsin and the state of Iowa.

The Marriage Encounter

weekend style or format was that developed by the New York affiliated
Marriage Encounter group known as the Worldwide Marriage Encounter.
Sample
The population of this study consists of 141 couples in the
original Marriage Encounter group (Urbaniak, 1982) who agreed to
participate in the follow-up.

Forty-two couples completed all of the

instruments and are the sample of this study.
Procedures
The entire population of 141 couples were sent, through the

u.s.

mail, a large envelope containing a letter (Appendix A, p. 82) and a
couples questionnaire (Appendix B, P• 84); and individual envelopes
for each spouse which contained a husband-wife questionnaire (Appendix
C, P• 91) and a male or female form of the Caring Relationship
Inventory (Appendix D, p. 104).

Three individual self-addressed
29
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stamped envelopes were also included in the main large envelope.
These self-addressed envelopes were sent for the purpose of returning
the couples questionnaire and the husband-wife questionnaire with the
respective male or female form of the Caring Relationship Inventory.
These three individual envelopes assured confidentiality for each
spouse.

Following this mailing further attempts were made by phone to

contact those participants who did not respond to the request Rade by
mail.
Instrunents
Three instruments are used in this study:

a couples

questionnaire, a husband-vife questionnaire and the Caring
Relationship Inventory.

The couples questionnaire is meant to provide

descriptive information about the couples.

The individual

questionnaire for each spouse is meant to provide information
pertaining to marital satisfaction.

The Caring Relationship Inventory

is a measure of the essential elements of love or caring in human
relationships.
The "Couples Questionnaire" is divided into two parts:
and Part B.

Part A

Part A asks seven questions pertaining to the couples'

involvement in Marriage Encounter follow-up activities, and in other
enrichment programs, their continued use of the "10-10" dialogue
technique, and their participation in marriage counseling.

Part B

asks six questions pertaining to the couples' life style
characteristics.
The "Husband or ~-life Questionnaire" is the male and female form
of the same questionnaire.

It contains eight questions believed to be
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factors which may contribute to or detract from marital satisfaction.
It attempts to measure the individual's unique perception of these
factors.

The ratings include the categories of religious practice,

physical and emotional health, financial security, sexual
satisfaction, relationship with children, extended family contact,
occupational satisfaction, and marital satisfaction.
questions are also included on this questionnaire:

Two other
one about

individual counseling assistance and one regarding the effect they
feel harriage Encounter had on their present relationship.
Both the "Couples Questionnaire" and the "Husband or

~:ife

Questionnaire" are the same as those used in the original study
(Urbaniak, 1902).

Ad~itions

to follow-up activities.

were made to include questions pertaining

Questions related to the immediate Marriage

Encounter weekend on the original questionnaire are deleted in this
study.
The Caring Relationship Inventory is an objective measure of the
nature of the emotional attachment between a man and a woman.

It is

essentially a measure of the elements of love or caring (Shostrom,
1975).

The CRI consists of 83 items concerning feelings and attitudes

of one member of a male and female pair for the other member.
false responses are made to each of the items.

True or

The responses are

first applied to the other member of the pair and secondly to an
"ideal" mate.

There are two forms of the Inventory, one for the male

rating the female and one for the female rating the male.
self-administrating.

The CRI is

Instructions are printed on the booklet itself.

The five elements of love measured by the 83 items on the CRI are
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as follows (Shostrom, 1975):
1) Affection-Agape:

the unconditional giving or acceptance that

characterizes the love of a parent for a child or of man by
God.
2) Friendship: defined as a peer love based on a common
interest and respect for each other's equality and
individual identity.
3) Eros: a possessive, romantic form of love which includes
factors such as inquisitiveness, jealousy and exclusiveness
as well as sexual or pure carnal desire.

One factor in a

successful marriage seems to be that of keeping romantic
love, or eros, from dying out.
4) Empathy: a charitable, alturistic form of love which is
expressed by a deep feeling for another person as a
unique human being.

This involves compassion,

appreciation and tolerance.
5) Self-love: the ability to accept one's strengths as well
as one's weaknesses.
Subscales:
B Love: that form of love in which the person is loved
as an end in himself.
D Love: an exploitative, needing love.

Actualizing

couples love B to D in a ration of approximately 2 to 1.
Tne CRI, according to Shostrom, was developed as an instrument
for measuring the fundamental unit of interpersonal relationships, the
heterosexual dyad (p. 5).
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Statistical Procedure
Data from the questionnaires and inventories are coded and
punched on computer cards for all subjects.
conducted on the computer.

Statistical analyses are

The Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences (SPSS) computer program (1983) is used for these procedures.
The following statistical procedures are used:
1.

Means and standard deviation are calculated for some of the

items on the couples questionnaire.
2.

Frequency distribution tables are drawn up for the remaining

items on the couples questionnaire.
3.

For the first eight items on the husband-wife questionnaire,

means and standard devaiations are calculated.
4.

Frequency distribution tables are formulated for the final

two items on the husband-wife questionnaires.
5.

Means and standard deviations are calculated for all scales

and subscales of the CRI.

A t-test for the significance of mean

differences are used to determine whether or not differences are used
to determine whether or not differences exist between the sample at
the time of Marriage Encounter and the sample at follow-up for males,
females and couples.
The results of these statistical procedures are found in Chapter
IV which follows.

Chapter IV includes the frequency distribution

tables with the data compiled from the couples and husband-wife
questionnaires.

Means and standard deviations for other items on

these questionnaires is also cited.

Results for the ratings on the

CRI for couples in this study as well as the differences between these

.·
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ratings and those of the original study are also included in Chapter

rv.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
This chapter is divided into four parts.

Part I focuses on the

results obtained from the self-report questionnaires.
primarily descriptive in nature.

This data is

In Part II, results are reported on

the Caring Relationship Inventory.

Data relative to the couples'

involvement in any follow-up activities and their use of the "10-10"
dialogue technique since Marriage Encounter is revealed in Part III.
Part IV presents a discussion of the results.
Part I
Couple Self-Report
Age:

Since the couples who participated in this study made their

Marriage Encounter approximately two to four years ago, they are that
much older at the time of follow-up.
the age range for these couples.

Table 1 gives a distribution of

The mean age for husbands and wives

is now approximately two years older than the mean age in the original
study.

The majority of couples involved in this study are now in

their early forties.

The number of couples on either end of the

spectrum (ages 21-30 and 61-70) is small.
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Table 1
Distribution of Respondents by Age for Original Study and Follow-Up ·
Husband*
N

Age Groups
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70

(6)
(18)
(9)
(8)
(1)

2
21
7
9
2

( 42)

42

Wife**
%

%

N

4.76
50.00
16.67
21.43
7.14

(13)
{13)
{9)
(6)
{l)

5
20
8
7
2

(100.00) 100.00

(42)

42

(14.29)
(42.86)
(21. 42)
(19.05)
(2.38)

(30. 95)
(30.95)
(21.43)
(14.29)
(2.38)

11.90
47.66
19.02
16.66
4.76

(100.00) 100.00

Note: Numbers appearing in parenthesis pertain to original study

*x = (39. 95)

42.95

Formal education:

**x= (38.02)

41.00

Twelve individuals involved in this study

report they completed further formal education since their Marriage
Encounter.

This further education is revealed in Table 2.

The number

of husbands in the 13-16 year group did increase while the number of
husbands with only a high school education diminished.

The number of

wives who completed further formal education has also increased.
Nevertheless the mean age of formal education for men (14.4) remains
greater than for women (13.4).

Only one person (husband) went beyond

20 years of formal education since Marriage Encounter.
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Table 2
Distribution of Respondents by Years of Formal Education for Original
Study and Follow-up
Years of
Formal
Education

9-12
13-16
17-20
21 or more

Husband*
N

Wife**
N

%

%

(30.9)
(52.5)
(16.6)
(0.0)

21.4
61.9
14.4
2.3

( 21)
(19)
(2)

16
21
5

(50. 0)
(45.3)
(4. 7)

(0)

9
26
6
1

(42)

42

(100.00

100.0

(42)

42

(100.0) 100.0

(13)
( 2 2)
(7)

38.0
50.1
11.9

Note: Numbers appearing in parenthesis pertain to original study

*x =

**x =

14.4

(13. 9)

Number of children per couple:

02. 6)

13.4

The number of children per couple

has not changed markedly since Marriage Encounter (Table 3).

The

average number of children per couple is approximately three.
According to Table 3 there does not seem to be a major movement of
children away from the home.
at home.

The largest number of children are still

The column indicating unmarried children, however, does

reveal some change.

Another change is noted in the number of couples

with no children.

In the original study five couples reported they

had no children.

In this study only one couple reports no children.

Income Level:
level'of income.

A total of 31 individuals report a change in their
Six of these individuals state their income has

changed but not sufficently enough to warrant a move from one
specified salary range to another (Table 4).

Three women and three

Table 3
Distribution of the Number, Marital Status and Residence of the Children of These Couples
Children*
per Couple

Couples

Total no. of
Children

% of
Couples

Married
Children

0

(5)

1

(O)

0

(11.9)

2.5

1

(2)

3

(2)

3

(4. 7)

7.6

(13) 13

(26)

26

(30. 9)

30.2

(2)

2

Unmarried
Children

Children
at Home

Children
Not at Home

(2)

3

(1)

2

(1)

1

3

(24)

23

(20)

22

(6)

4

3

(8)

9

(24)

27

(19.0)

21.4

(2)

3

(22)

24

(20)

22

(4)

5

4

(6)

7

(24)

28

(14. 4)

16.6

(1)

4

(23)

24

(18)

18

(6)

10

5

(4)

4

(20)

20

(9. 5)

9.5

(3)

4

(17)

16

(8)

8

(12)

12

6

(3)

2

(18)

12

(7. 3)

4.7

(7)

7

(11)

5

(7)

3

(11)

9

7

(O)

1

(O)

7

(0.0)

2.5

(O)

2

(00)

5

(0)

4

(00)

3

8

(0)

0

(O)

0

(0.0)

0.0

(0)

0

(00)

0

(0)

0

(00)

0

9

(1)

1

(9)

9

(2.3)

2. 5

(2)

4

(7)

5

(5)

2

(4)

7

10

(0)

1

(O)

10

(0.0)

2.5

-~cu

1

(O)

9

(O)

4

(0)

6

(100. 0) 100.0

(17)

28

(106) 114

(79)

85

(44)

57

55

(42) 42

(123) 142

Note: Numbers appearing in parenthesis pertain to original study
\.;..)

*x = (3. 52)

00

3.38
-~---

·-------~-·---
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men report a decrease in their economic level.

Among these are those

who mention retirement as the cause of their change of income.

By way

of specifics, nine women and eight men note a significant enough
increase in their salary to warrant their moving from one range to the
other as indicated in Table 4.

Table 4 also shows a large percentage

of the women (45.2%) remaining in the less than $3,200 income range
level.

Furthermore, only a comparatively small number of men (9.6%)

are in the $40,000-$60,000 range of income, the highest range for
these couples.
Table 4
Distribution of Respondents According to Income Level for Original
Study and Follow-up
Husband
Income Level

Less
Bet.
Bet.
Bet.
Bet.

than $3,200
$3,200-$10,000
$10,001-$20,000
$20,001-$40,000
$40,001-$60,000

Wife
%

%

N

(1)
(l)
(l4)
(2 5)
(1)

0
3
12
23
4

7.2
28.5
54.7
9.6

( 24)
(14)
(3)
(1)
(00)

19
17
6
0
0

(42)

42 (100.0) 100.0

( 42)

42 (100.0) 100.0

(2.4)
(2.4)
(33.3)
(59.5)
(2.4)

(57.1)
(33. 3)
(7. 2)
(2.4)
(00.0)

45.2
40.4
14.4

oo.o
oo.o

Note: Numbers appearing in parenthesis pertain to original study

Change of residence:

Four couples stated that they had moved.

One couple moved from the suburbs to a rural area (Table 5).

The

remaining three couples moved within the same type of community noting
only a change in the size of the community they moved into.

The

reasons given for these moves include for employment changes and for
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the purpose of "moving to a better neighborhood".
one area to another is indicated in Table 6.

This movement from

These results show one

couple moving from a community population of 5,001-20,000 and one
couple moving into an area of between 50,001 and 100,000 in
population.

For the most part, however, the couples who participated

in this study have remained in the same community they resided in when
they completed their Marriage Encounter.
Table 5
Distribution of Respondents by Community Type for Original Study
and Follow-up
Couples
Community Type
Rural
Suburban
Urban

N

%

(14)
(18)
(10)

15
17
10

(33.3)
(42.8)
(23. 9)

35.7
40.5
23.8

(42)

42

(100.0)

100.0

Note: Numbers appearing in parenthesis pertain to original study
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Table 6
Distribution of Respondents by Population of the Community in
wbich They Live for Original Study and Follow-up
Couples
N

Population
Less than 5,000
Between 5,001-20,000
Between 20,001-50,000
Between 50,001-100,000
Over 100,000

(7)

%

(15)
(4)
(5)
(11)

7
14
4
6
11

( 42)

42

(16. 7)
(35. 7)
(9.5)
(1 L 9)
(26.2)

16.6
33.3
9.5
14.2
26.4

oo. 0)

100.0

(l

Note: Numbers appearing in parenthesis pertain to original study

Religious affiliation:

The largest number of individuals who

participated in this follow-up study continue to be Catholic (78.5%
husbands and 73.8% wives).

Three individuals did, however, change

their religious affiliation (Table 7).

One couple reported their

religious affiliation on the original study as "none" and at the time
of follow-up they stated they had become Catholic.

One husband

reported that he had changed his religious affiliation from Protestant
to Other.
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Table 7
Distribution of Respondents by Religious Affiliation for Original
Study and Follow-up
Husband
Denomination
None
Catholic
Protestant
Other

N

Wife
N

%

(2. 4)
(76. 2)
(16.6)
(4.8)

oo.o

(2)

0
33
6
3

( 42)

42

(100.0)

100.0

(l)
( 32)
(7)

(00.0)
(73.8)
(23.8)
(2.4)

oo.o

(l)

0
31
10
1

( 42)

42

(100.0)

100.0

(l)
(30)
(10)

78.5
14.2
7.3

%

73.8
23.8
2.4

Note: Numbers apppearing in parenthesis pertain to original study

Counseling:

Few persons in this study have been involved in

either marriage or individual counseling.

Some of these couples were

in both individual and marriage counseling while others were involved
in only one type of counseling.

Four couples in the original study

reported they had received marriage counseling (Table 8).

Four

couples also report at follow-up that they had received marriage
counseling.
are the same.

Closer examination reveals that three of these couples
However, one of the couples who reported receiving

marriage counseling in the original study did not report receiving
marriage counseling at the time of follow-up.

Likewise, one couple

reporting marriage counseling at time of follow-up, did not report
marriage counseling in the original study.
Individual counseling is reported by seven husbands and by five
wives in the original study (Table 9).

At the time of follow-up the
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opposite is indicated, with five husbands reporting having received
individual counseling and seven wives having received individual
counseling.

A closer scrutiny of these results reveals that in the

original study, four of these husbands and four of these wives are
actually four marriage couples.

Of these four married couples, two of

these same married couples report receiving marriage counseling also
at follow-up.

One husband from the original study who reported

receiving individual counseling at the time, again reports receiving
individual counseling at follow-up.

With one couple, the husband

reports individual counseling in the originql study and his wife
reports individual counseling at follow-up.

One husband reports

individual counseling only in the original study.

The great majority

of couples, however, both in the original study and at follow-up give
no indication of having received either individual or marital
counseling.
Table

8

Distribution of Respondents by Marriage Counseling for Original
Study and Follow-up

Couples

N

Marriage Counseling
Have had Marriage Counseling
Have not had Marriage Counseling

%

(4)

4

(9.5)

9.5

(38)

38

(90.5)

90.5

(42)

42

(100.0) 100.0

Note: Numbers appearing in parenthesis pertain to original study
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Table 9
Distribution of Respondents by Individual Counseling for Original
Study and Follow-up
Husband

Individual
Counseling

Wife
%

N

%

N

Have had Individual
Counseling

(7)

4

(16.6)

9.5

(5)

2

(11.9)

4.8

Have not had Individual Counseling

(35)

38

(83.4)

90.5

(37)

40

(88.1)

95.2

(42)

42

(1 oo. 0) 100.0

( 42)

42 (100.0) 100.0

Note: Numbers appearing in parenthesis pertain to original study

Husband-Wife Self-Report
Each participant in this study was asked questions pertaining to
their marital relationship on an individual self-report.

They were

asked to rate different factors effecting their relationship on a
scale from 1-5 with 1 as excellent and 5 as poor.

The results of this

self-report are cited in this section with the results of the same
self-report obtained at the time of their Marriage Encounter.
Ratings of the quality of parents relationship with their
children:

The mean of the husbands' rating in this area varies little

from the time of Marriage Encounter (2.50) to the time of follow-up
(2.38) as can be seen in Table 10.
average area.

Their ratings remain in the above

The mean of the wives' rating in this same area also

varies slightly though the mean at the time of their Marriage
Encounter was 1.97 and their mean at follow-up is 2.09.

Both husbands
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and wives have a mean rating at the time of follow-up for this area in
the above average range.
Table 10
Ratings of the Quality of Parents Relationship with Their Children for
Original Study and Follow-up
Husband*
Ratings
Excellent (1)
Above Average (2)
Average ( 3)
Below Average (4)
Poor (5)
Not Applicable

Wife**
%

N

%

N

(8)
(13)
(18)
(l)

8
13
20
00

(19.0)
(31.0)
(42.9)
(2.4)

19.0
31.0
47.6

oo.o

(1)
(12)
(18)
(9)

9
24
7
1

(2.4)
(28.6)
(45.1)
(21.4)

21.4
57. 1
16.7
2.4

(2)

1

(4. 7)

2.4

(2)

1

(2.5)

2.4

( 42)

42

(100.0) 100.0

(42)

42 (100.0) 100.0

Note: Numbers appearing in parenthesis pertain to original study

*x = (2.50)

2.38

**x = (1.97)

2.09

Ratings of the general level of physical and emotional health of
the family:

The mean rating for husbands in this area decreased

slightly at follow-up (1.83) as compared to their average rating of
1.69 at the time of their Marriage Encounter (Table 11).

The mean

rating for wives (2.04) is lower at follow-up as compared to their
rating at the time of their Marriage Encounter (1.66) (Table 11).

At

the time of follow-up the mean for wives (2.04) is lower than that for
husbands (1.83), for this particular area.

Both note their level of

physical and emotional health of the family as above
average-excellent.
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Table 11
Ratings of the General Level of Physical and Emotional Health of the
Family for Original Study and Follow-up
Husband*
Ratings
Excellent (l)
Above Average (2)
Average (3)
Below Average (4)
Poor (5)

Wife**
%

N

(20)
(15)
(7)
(0)

18
15
7
2

(42)

42

42.9
35.7
16.6
4.8

(23)
(11)
(7)
(l)

14
16
8
4

0) 100.0

( 42)

42

(47.6)
(35.7)
(16.7)
(00.0)
(l 00.

%

N

(54.8)
(26.2)
(16. 6)
(2. 4)

33.3
38.1
19.0
9.6

(100.0) 100.0

Note: Numbers appearing in parenthesis pertain to original study
*x = (1.69)

1. 83

**x = ( 1. 66)

2.04

Ratings of the general level of family financial security:

The

husbands' and wives' mean ratings for this area both differ minimally
from the time of their Marriage Encounter and the time of follow-up
(Table 12).

The husbands' mean rating at the time of their Marriage

Encounter was 2.40 and went up only slightly at follow-up (2.35).

The

wives' mean average at the time of their Marriage Encounter (2.28) was
slightly higher than their mean rating of 2.54 at follow-up.

Though

the husbands' rating increased slightly from 2.40 to 2.35 at follow-up
and the wives' rating decreased slightly from 2.28 to 2.54 at
follow-up, both mean ratings for husbands and wives remian in the
above average area for their general level of family financial
security.
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Table 12
Ratings of the General Level of Family Financial Security for
Original Study and Follow-up
Husband*
Ratings
Excellent (1)
Above Average (2)
Average (3)
Below Average (2)
Poor (5)

(4)
(19)
(2)

4
20
17
1

( 42)

42

(17)

Wife**
%

N

(9.5)
(45.2)
(40.5)
(4.8)

%

N

9.5
47.6
40.5
2.4

(16)
(19)
(00)

5
13
20
4

(100. 0) 100.0

(42)

42

(7)

(16. 7)
(38.1)
(45.2)
(00.0)

11.9
31.0
47.6
9.5

(100.0) 100.0

Note: Numbers appearing in parenthesis pertain to original study
*x = (2.40)

2.35

**x = <2. 28)

2.54

Ratings of the general level of occupational satisfaction:

The

mean ratings of husbands in this area decreased slightly at follow-up
(2.61) as can be seen in Table 13.

Their mean rating changed only

slightly from the time of their Marriage Encounter (2.45) to the time
of follow-up (2.61).

Table 13 shows the mean rating for wives

increasing slightly at follow-up (2.3&) from their rating at the time
of their Marriage Encounter (2.41).

Both husbands and wives continue

to maintain a mean rating of above average at follow-up for their
general level of occupational satisfaction.
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Table 13
Ratings of the General Level of Occupational Satisfaction for
Original Study and Follow-up
Husband*
N

Ratings
Excellent (1)
Above Average (2)
Average (3)
Below Average (4)
Poor (5)

(1)

1
17
22
2
0

( 42)

42

(7)

(16)
(13)
(5)

Wife**
N

%

(16.7)
(38.1)
(31.0)
(11.8)
(2.4)

2.4
40.0
52.7
4.9

o.o

(10)
(9)
(19)
(3)
(1)

4
20
16
2
0

(100.0) 100.0

( 42)

42

%

(24.4)
(22.0)
(43. 9)
(7. 3)
(2.4)

9.5
47.6
38.1
4.8

o.o

(100.0) 100.0

Note: Numbers appearing in parenthesis pertain to original study
*x = (2.45)

**x = (2.41)

2.61

2.38

Ratings of the general level of sexual satisfaction with their
spouse:

The mean ratings for both husbands and wives vary only

slightly in this area as can be seen in Table 14.

The husbands' mean

rating at the time of Marriage Encounter (2.19) was slightly higher
than at the time of follow-up (2.28).

At the time of their Marriage

Encounter the wives' mean rating was slightly higher (2.23) than their
mean rating at follow-up (2.28).

Both husbands and wives rate their

general level of sexual satisfaction with their spouse on an above
average level, with their mean at follow-up in the above average
range.
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Table 14
Ratings of the General Level of Sexual Satisfaction with Spouse
for Original Study and Follow-up
Husband*
Ratings
Excellent (1)
Above Average (2)
Average (3)
Below Average (4)
Poor {5)

Wife**
%

N

(13)
(12)
(14)
(2)
(1)

12
13
12
3
2

(42)

42

(31.0)
(28.6)
(33.3)
(4. 7)
(2.4)

%

N

28.6
31.0
28.6
7.1
4.7

{9)
(17)
( 13)
(3)

10
12
18
2

(100.0) 100.0

(42)

42

(21.4)
(40.5)
(31.0)
(7.1)

23.8
28.6
42.8
4.8

(100.0) 100.0

Note: Numbers appearing in parenthesis pertain to original study
*x = (2.19)

2.28

**x = (2. 23)

2.28

Ratings of the general level of marital satisfaction:

Both

husbands and wives rate their general level of marital satisfaction
very highly.

The mean rating for husbands in this area increased

slightly at follow-up (1.92) as compared to their mean average rating
at the time of their Marriage Encounter (2.02) as seen in Table 15.
Table 15 also shows that the mean average rating for wives increased
slightly at follow-up (1.88) as compared to their mean rating at the
time of their Marriage Encounter.

Nevertheless, both husbands and

wives have maintained a mean rating in the above average range for
their general level of marital satisfaction at follow-up.
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Table 15
Ratings of the General Level of Marital Satisfaction for Original
Study and Follow-up
Husband*
N

Ratings
Excellent (1)
Above Average (2)
Average (3)
Below Average (4)
Poor (5)

(13)
(17)

(1)

13
21
7
0
1

( 4 2)

42

(11)

(00)

Wife**
N

%

(31.0)
(40.4)
(26.2)
(00.0)
(2.4)

%

31.0
so. 0
16.6

(10)
(26)
(5)

2.4

(0)

12
24
5
1
0

(100.0) 100.0

( 42)

42

oo.o

(l)

(23.8)
(61.9)
(11.9)
(2.4)
(00.0)

28.6
57. 1
11.9
2.4

o.o

(100.0) 100.0

Note: Numbers appearing in parenthesis pertain to original study
*x = (2.02)

1. 92

**x = (1.92)

Ratings of the general level of Religious Practice:

1. 88

Husbands

maintained the same mean rating for their general level of Religious
Practice at the time of their Marriage Encounter and at the time of
follow-up (2.35).

Wives' mean rating increased only slightly at

follow-up (2.04) as compared to their mean rating at the time of their
Marriage Encounter (2.31) (Table 16).

The large majority of both

husbands and wives maintain a mean rating in the above average range
at follow-up.
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Table 16
Ratings of the General Level of Religious Practice for Original Study
and Follow-up
Husband*
N

Ratings
Excellent (l)
Above Average (2)
Average ( 3)
Below Average (4)
Poor (5)

Wife**
N

%

(11)
(17)
( 4)
(8)
(2)

12
16
7
1
6

( 42)

42

(26.2)
(40.5)
(9.5)
(19.0)
(4.8)

28.6
38.1
16.6
2.4
14.3

(100.0) 100.0

%

(6)
( 22)

14
18

( 11)
(1)

8

{2)

2
0

(42)

42

( 14. 3)
(52.4)
(26.2)
(2.3)
(4.8)

33.3
42.8
19.0
4.9

oo.o

(100. 0) 100.0

Note: Numbers appearing in parenthesis pertain to original study
*x = (2.35)

2.35

**x= (2.31)

2.04

Ratings of the accessibility of extended family members for
contact and/or support:

The husbands' mean rating varies slightly

from the time of Marriage Encounter (2.57) to follow-up (2.75),
showing a slight decrease at follow-up (Table 17).

The mean rating

for wives also decreases slightly at follow-up (2.66) as compared to
the time of Marriage Encounter (2.38) .(Table 17).

Both husbands and

wives maintain a mean rating in the above average range at the time of
follow-up for the accessibility of extended family members for contact
and/or support.
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Table 17
Ratings of the Accessibility of Extended Family Members for Contact·
and/or Support for Original Study and Follow-up
Husband*
Ratings

N

Excellent (l)
Above Average (2)
Average (3)
Below Average (4)
Poor (5)

(10)
(16)
(9)
(0)

6
10
16
8
2

(42)

42

(7)

Wife**
N

%

(23.8)
(16.7)
(38.1)
(21.4)
(00.0)

14.4
24.1
38.2
19.0
4.3

(11)
(12)
(12)
(6)
(1)

9
6
19
6
2

(100.0) 100.0

( 42)

42

%

(26.2)
(28.6)
(28.5)
(14. 3)
(2.4)

21.4
14.3
45.2
14.3
4.8

(100.0) 100.0

Note: Numbers appearing in parenthesis pertain to original study
*x

(2.57)

=

2.75

**x

=

(2. 38)

2.66

Part II
Figure 1 presents a graphic comparison of the mean scores on each
scale and subscale of the Caring Relationship Inventory (CRI) for the
sample males at the time of Marriage Encounter and at follow-up.
Figure 2 presents a graphic comparison of the mean scores on each
scale and subscale of the CRI for the sample of females at the time of
Marriage Encounter and at follow-up, and Figure 3 presents a graphic
comparison of the mean scores on each of the scales and subscales of
the CRI for the sample of couples at the time of Marriage Encounter
and at follow-up.
Hypotheses
1.

There will be no significant difference between the original

Marriage Encounter group males and the follow-up group of males on any
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Comparison of Sample Males at Marriage
Encounter and at Follow-up
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of the CRI scales or subscales.
2.

There will be no significant difference between the original

Marriage Encounter group females and the follow-up group of females on
any of the CRI scales or subscales.
3.

There will be no significant difference between the original

Marriage Encounter group couples and the follow-up group of couples on
any of the CRI scales or subscales.
Table 18 presents the t-values for the comparison of means
between the sample group of males at the time of Marriage Encounter
and at the time of follow-up on the CRI.

The first hypothesis that

there will be no significant difference between the sample of males at
the time of Marriage Encounter with this same sample at the time of
follow-up on all scales and subscales of the CRI is evaluated.
T-tests show there is statistically no difference between the means of
the two groups on any of the scales of th CRI at the p < .OS level.
Statistically, however, there is a difference for males at the p < .OS
level on the subscale Being Love.
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Table 18
T-Values for the Comparison of the Sample of Males at the Time
of Marriage Encounter and at the Time of Follow-up on the CRI
Scales and
Sub scales

T-Value

PR>IT*

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Affection

0.26

0.79

0.06

1.53

Friendship

-0.37

o. 71

-0.18

3.15

Eros

-0.63

0.53

-0.22

2.25

Empathy

1.13

0.26

0.34

1. 94

Self-love

1.36

0.18

0.39

1.83

-0.40

0.69

-0.15

2.36

2.80

o.oo

0.60

1.37

Deficiency Love
Being Love

= 42
*p < .os

N

Table 19 presents the t-values for the comparison of means for
the sample of females at the time of Marriage Encounter and at the
time of follow-up on the CRI.

The second hypothesis that there will

be no significant difference between the sample of females at the time
of Marriage Encounter with the same sample of females at the time of
follow-up on all the scales and the subscales of the CRI is evaluated.
When the means of this sample at the time of Marriage Encounter and at
follow-up are compared by t-tests, no statistically significant
difference at the p < .OS level is revealed on any of the scales or
subscales of the CRI.
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Table 19
T-Values for the Comparison of the Sample of Females at the Time
of Marriage Encounter and at the Time of Follow-up on the CRI
Scales and
Subscales

T-Value

Standard
Deviation

PR>IT*

Mean

0.22

0.82

o.os

1.39

Friendship

-1.27

0.21

-0.24

1. 22

Eros

-1.22

0.22

-0.37

1.96

0.95

0.34

0.23

1.55

Self-Love

-0.04

0.96

-0.01

1. 77

Deficiency Love

-0.90

0.37

-0.23

1.63

0.59

0.55

0.12

1.31

Affection

Empathy

Being Love

N = 42
*p < .05

Table 20 presents the t-values for the comparison of the sample
of couples at the time of Marriage Encounter and at the time of
follow-up on the CRI.

The third hypothesis that there will be no

significant difference between the sample couples at the time of
Marriage Encounter and at follow-up on any of the scales and subscales
of the CRI is also evaluated.

The results of this t-test show that

there is statistically no difference between the means of the two
groups on any of the scales of the CRI at the p < .05 level.
Statistically there is a difference for couples at the p < .05 level
on the subscale Being Love.
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Table 20
T-Values for the Comparison of the Sample of Couples at the Time
of

~~rriage

Scales and
Subscales

T-Value

PR>IT*

Mean

Affection

0.29

o. 77

0.05

1. 21

Friendship

-0.70

0.48

-0.19

1.73

Eros

-1.57

0.12

-0.34

1. 39

Empathy

1.49

0.14

0.28

1.20

Self-Love

1.00

0.32

0.21

1.33

-0.98

0.33

-0.21

l. 39

2.34

0.02

0.34

0.94

Deficiency Love
Being Love

--

Encounter and at the Time of Follow-up on the CRI
Standard
Deviation

= 42
*p < .os

N

Part III
Participants in this follow-up study were asked to respond to
questions pertaining to their continued involvement in Marriage
Encounter follow-up activities and in other types of programs since
their Marriage Encounter.

They were also asked about their continued

use of the "10-10" dialogue technique after their Marriage Encounter.
In response to the question of their continued involvement in
Marriage Encounter activities after their Marriage Encounter, 25
couples stated they did participate in follow-up activities and 17
couples stated they did not participate in follow-up activities.

Of
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those 25 couples who stated they did participate in follow-up
activities, their participation varied in length of time.

Some of the

couples were involved only during the first year after their

~~rriage

Encounter, other couples were involved only the second year after
their Marriage Encounter and still other couples remained involved in
follow-up activities over the entire three years or more since their
Marriage Encounter.
Of the 25 couples who participated in Marriage Encounter
follow-up activities, most of these couples became very involved in
these activities during the first six months after their Marriage
Encounter and their involvement lessened over time.

These 25 couples

were involved in eight types of Marriage Encounter follow-up
activities.

Twelve couples were involved in some of these activities

during the entire period of time since their Marriage Encounter.
Other programs which couples became involved in since their
Marriage Encounter included Weekend Retreats (eight couples), Parent
Effectiveness Training (three couples) and other Encounter groups (two
couples).

Eight couples maintained involvement in these activities

for three years or more.
Half of the couples (22) involved in this study responded that
they had continued the "10-10" dialogue technique after Marriage
Encounter.

Their degree of frequency varied.

Only one couple

reported a rate of high frequency (dialogued an average of three or
four days a week) over a three week period.

Five couples reported a

low frequency level (dialogued two or fewer days weekly) over a three
year period.

The remaining 12 couples varied in their continued use
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of the 10-10 dialogue technique since their Marriage Encounter with
some couples beginning with a high level of frequency and diminishing
to a low level of frequency.
The final question asked of these participants pertained to the
effect Marriage Encounter has had on their present marital
relationship.

These individuals were asked to rate this effect on a

scale from 1-5.

The mean average response for husbands is 2.33 and

for wives is 2.28 at time of follow-up (Table 19).

These results

indicate that the majority of couples who participated in this study
and who have made a Narriage Encounter rate this experience as above
average, after a period of two to four years.
Table 21
Distribution of Respondents According to the General Effect of
Marriage Encounter on Their Present Marital Relationship

Effect of Marriage Encounter

Excellent (1)
Above Average (2)
Average (3)
Below Average (4)
Poor (5)

*x =

2. 33

Husband*
%

N

Wife**
%

N

7
19
13
1
2

16.6
45.4
30.9
2.4
4.7

6
19
16
1
0

14.4
45.3
38.0
2.3
·0. 0

42

100.0

42

100.0

**x =

2. 28

Part IV
The results of this study show marked similarities between the
sample of males, females and couples at the time of their Marriage
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Encounter and at the time of follow-up two to four years later.
Spouses are naturally older and some of their children have married
and left home.
education.

Several spouses have completed further formal

The general level of financial income for these couples

has not changed markedly, with the majority of men earning an annual
income of between $20,000 and $40,000.

Though several couples have

moved since their Marriage Encounter, only one couple moved from one
type of community (suburb) to another (rural).
husbands (33) and wives (31) are Catholic.

The large majority of

Very few spouses and

couples have been involved in individual or marriage counseling.
The self-reports for both husbands and wives from the time of
their Marriage Encounter until the time of follow-up reveal continued
high levels of satisfaction.

Both husbands and wives continue to rate

the quality of their relationship with their children, the physical
and emotional health of their families, their family financial
security, their sexual satisfaction with their spouse and their
occupational satisfaction as above average.

They view their level of

religious practice and the accessibility of extended family members
for contact and/or support as average.and above.

Only in the area of

marital satisfaction did both husbands and wives, at the time of
follow-up, rate their level of satisfaction above the 2.00 level.
mean average for husbands is 1.92 and for wives 1.88.

The

This indicates

a high level of marital satisfaction for both husbands and wives two
to four years after their Marriage Encounter.
Results from the CRI show no significant difference between the
males, females and couples from the time of their Marriage Encounter
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and at follow-up, on any of the scales.
on Being Love at follow-up.

Males do show higher scores

These higher scores of males influence

the scores for couples which are also higher on this subscale.

This

increase for males and for couples is significantly different at the p
< .OS level.

Twenty-five out of 42 couples became involved in Marriage
Encounter follow-up activities after their Marriage Encounter.

These

activities varied and the length of time couples remained involved
also varied.
activities.

A number of couples participated in other programs and
Half of the couples involved in this study stated at

follow-up that they had continued the 10-10 dialogue techniques since
their Marriage Encounter.

Their level of frequency and the length of

time they continued this process differed among couples.
Individual spouses were asked to rate the effect Marriage
Encounter had on their present marital relationship.

More than half

of both husbands and wives rated this experience as above average.
Only two husbands rated the effect of Marriage Encounter on their
marital relationship as poor.
The results of this study provide descriptive material for
couples two to four years after their Marriage Encounter.

These

results reveal minimal difference between these couples from the time
of their Marriage Encounter and two to four years later.
drawn from these results will be discussed in Chapter

v.

Conclusions

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Chapter V includes a summary of the study, followed by
conclusions and recommendations.
Summary
Purpose
This study is a follow-up of Marriage Encounter participants who
attended Catholic Marriage Encounter weekends in the Diocese of
Rockford, Illinois between July 1979 and the end of January 1980.

A

comparison is made between the current scores of these couples on
Shostrom's Caring Relationship Inventory and their previous scores on
the same Inventory.

Self-report questionnaires are examined to

determine if these individuals continue to view their marriage as
satisfactory.

A comparison is also made between the current life

style characteristics of these couples and their previous life style
characteristics as reported in the questinnaires.

The couples'

involvement in continued Marriage Encounter dialogue and follow-up
activities since their Marriage Encounter is also investigated.
Literature Review
Research has substantiated the claims of Marriage Encounter that
these weekend programs do enhance marital satisfaction by means of a
unique communication technique known as the "10-10 dialogue".

Results

attained during the weekend have been maintained for six-eight weeks.
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No follow-up research has been reported beyond this six-eight week
period.
Population
The population of this study consists of 141 couples in the
original Marriage Encounter group (Urbaniak, 1982) who agreed to
participate in the follow-up.

Forty-two couples returned completed

copies of all of the instruments and are the sample of this study.
Procedures
The entire population of 141 couples were sent through the mail,
a Husband-Wife Questionnaire and a male or female form of the Caring
Relationship Inventory (CRI).

For those participants who did not

respond by mail an attempt was made to contact them by phone.
The Couples Questionnaire includes questions pertaining to the
couples' life style characteristics, their involvement in Marriage
Encounter follow-up activities, their continued use of the "10-10
dialogue" technique and their participation in marriage counseling.
The Husband or Wife Questionnaire is the male and female form of the
same questionnaire.

It contains questions pertaining to individual

counseling and the spouses' unique perception of factors which may
contribute to or detract from marital satisfaction.
are:

These factors

relationship with their children, the physical and emotional

health of their family, their financial security, occupational
satisfaction, sexual satisfaction with spouse, marital satisfaction,
religious practice and accessibility of extended family members for
support.

The Caring Relationship Inventory is an objective measure of

the nature of emotional attachment between a man and woman and is
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essentially a measure of the elements of love and caring.
Frequency distribution tables are used for those items of the
Couple Questionnaire pertaining to life style characteristics which
include age, education, number of children, income, community type,
community size and religious affiliation; counseling, and the effect
of Marriage Encounter on their present relationship.

Frequency

distributions with means are used for factors pertaining to marital
satisfaction with ratings from 1 - 5.

All tables include results from

the original study and results from follow-up.

A t-test is used for

comparison of means of the CRI for males, females and couples at the
time of Marriage Encounter and at follow-up.

A report is also given

of the number of participants who have continued to be involved in
follow-up activities and who have continued the "10-10 dialogue".
Limitations of the Study
Potential limitations of this study are:
1) The population is composed of persons who had enrolled as
participants in Worldwide Encounter weekends held within the Diocese
of Rockford, Illinois.

This is a specific population and thus may not

be generalizable to all populations.
2) The sample size of respondents is small compared to the number
of couples who have participated in Marriage Encounter.
3) The participants were volunteers.

Therefore, the results can

represent implication for a portion of the population (i.e.
volunteers) only.
4) The husband and wife questionnaires have not been formally
standardized.

Based on content validity they are assumed to measure a
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certain degree of marital happiness or satisfaction.

Construct

validity, however, has not been established, thus limiting the
generalizations which can be made regarding the individual's marital
satisfaction.

The information obtained was self-reported.

5) Not all of the couples who participated in Urbaniak's study
participated in the follow-up study.
6) This study is biased insofar as it represents only those 42
couples who returned completed copies of all of the instruments.
Results
Results of this study show marked similarities between males,
females and couples at the time of their Marriage Encounter and at
follow-up.

~ouses

formal education.

are naturally older, some have completed further
Couples' responses demonstrate that some of their

-----

children have married and left home, a few couples have moved; but the
range of their income has not changed, and they continue to be
Catholic.

c_-

Few have sought individual and/or marriage counseling.

Individual responses indicate that spouses continue to rate the
quality of their relationship with their children, the physical and
emotional health of their families, financial security, occupational
satisfaction and sexual satisfaction with spouse as above average.
Their level of religious practice and the accessibility of extended
family members for contact and/or support continues to be average and
above.

Their general level of marital satisfaction is above average.

None of these ratings varied markedly from the time of Marriage
Encounter to follow-up.
Results of the t-test comparing the mean difference between
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males, females and couples from the time of Marriage Encounter to
follow-up indicates some changes through only one subscale reveals a
statistically significant difference at the p < .OS level.

This

subscale (Being Love), does demonstrate a statistically significant
difference at the p < .05 level for males and couples.

This

difference shows a significant increase for males and couples at
follow-up.
The norm on the CRI for average successfully married couples is a
standard score of 50.

On all of the scales and subscales for this

sample of males, females and couples their scores are above the norm
except for the Self-love scales and Deficiency Love subscale.

Males'

and couples' scores fall slightly below the norm on the Self-love
scale; females' and couples' scores fall slightly below the norm on
the Deficiency Love subscale.

Nevertheless, though lower than the

norm, the males' scores for the Self-love scale are increased at
follow-up, as are the couples' scores on this scale.

The males',

females' and couples' scores increase at follow-up and are above the
norm on the Affection, Empathy and Being Love scales.

Their scores on

all of the other scales decrease slightly at follow-up.
Conclusions
The life style characteristics of these couples have not changed
markedly since their Marriage ENcounter.

The majority of these

couples continue to live in the same type of community and continue to
maintain the same range of financial income as at the time of their
Marriage Encounter.

Most of these couples also seem satisfied with

their family situations.
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Some changes do seem evident, however, from the scores on the
CRI.

This sample of couples is above the norm for average,

successfu]ly married couples on the CRI except for the Self-love and
Deficiency Love scales which are slightly below the norm.
scale for this sample is the Being Love subscale.

The highest

The "B" lover is

not interferring and demanding and can delight with the other spouse
as he/she is.
Interestingly, the husband-wife self-report ratings of marital
satisfaction increase at follow-up for both husbands and wives.

On

the CRI, however, only three of the seven SGales show an increase at
follow-up.

These increased scales are Affection, Empathy and the

subscale, Being Love.

This may indicate that spouses who experience

affection and empathy and are loved as an end in themselves do feel
satisfied with their marriage.
This increase on the scales of Affection and Empathy may be due
to the Marriage Encounter experience.

This increase may also be the

result of participation in follow-up activities.

It may also be due
';

to continued involvement in the "10-10 dialogue".
In conclusion, however, what we do know from this study is that
the style of living for these couples has remained stable, their level
of marital success as measured on the CRI is above average, for the
most part, and they continue to view their level of marital
satisfaction as above average.

In response to the queries made from

the review of the literature, therefore, this sample of males, females
and couples demonstrate that the couples' high level of marital
satisfaction has been maintained and in some specific areas increased
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two to four years after their Marriage Encounter weekend.
Recommendations
Recommendations for this study include recommendations for
Marriage Encounter, for Counselors and for Further Research.
Marriage Encounter
The Marriage Encounter participants in this study who appear to
have experienced a positive effect from their Marriage Encounter
weekend, do view their marriages as successful and do score above the
norm for successfully married couples, for the most part, on the CRI.
Marriage Encounter may, therefore, consider ,accepting as candidates
for their programs, couples with successful marriages.

The CRI may be

used for screening potential participants.
Since only about half of these couples participated in follow-up
activities, Mariage Encounter may want to evaluate their follow-up
programs and attempt to ascertain why more couples do not become
involved in these activit1es.
During the Marriage Encounter weekend, couples are encouraged to
continue to use the "10-10 dialogue" technique after the weekend.
Nevertheless, only half of the

couple~

in this study did continue this

technique after their Marriage Encounter.

Marriage Encounter may,;--·

therefore, want to further examine the use of this technique after the
Marriage Encounter weekend.

It may be possible that this technique is

too highly structured for daily living.

One recommendation may be to

consider a less structured form of dialogue to be used after the
Marriage Encounter weekend as an alternative to the more highly
structured "10-10 dialogue".
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Counselors
Since this study indicates that Marriage Encounter participants·
do have good marriages, counselors may be advised to recommend
Marriage Encounter only to those couples who have good marriages.

The

CRI may be used as a screening device for this purpose.
Further Research
Though the questionnaires used in this study did encompass many
areas, they are a limited means of obtaining information.
interviews of these 42 couples may prove advantageous.

Individual

Such

interviews might reveal other factors in the lives of these couples
which may have contribute to their high level of marital satisfaction.
Of the 141 couples who signed release forms agreeing to be
contacted for a follow-up study, 42 couples completed all of the
instruments, 73 couples did not respond, 16 couples responded but did
not complete the CRI (in some cases only half of the CRI was
completed, in other cases the CRI was not returned).

Ten couples did

not respond to the survey for the following reasons: three couples
were divorced, three spouses were widowed and four couples reported
serious illness in the family hindering them from responding.

Future

research might attempt to follow-up those 73 couples who did not
respond to this study.

Future research might also follow-up those 16

couples who responded to the questionnaires but did not complete the
CRI.
Fifty percent of this sample of couples responded that they had
continued the "10-10 dialogue".

It may prove valuable in further

research to more closely examine this group of couples.

This group of
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couples may also be compared to those couples who did not continue the
dialogue.

This group of couples may also be compared to those couples

who participated in follow-up activities.

It may be possible that

those couples who continued the dialogue also particiated in follow-up
activities.

Regarding follow-up activities, further research may

examine the types of follow-up activities which those couples found
most useful.
Experimental and control groups may also be used in future
research to examine differences in Caring by means of the scales and
subscales of the CRI.

Four groups may be used:

1) one group that has

never expressed any interest in Marriage Encounter, 2) one group on a
waiting list for Marriage Encounter, 3) one group that did attend
Marriage Encounter but did not continue the "10-10 dialogue" and 4)
one group that did continue the "10-10 dialogue".
Baseline data has been colleted through this study.

The 42

couples who participated in this study have provided evidence through
their scores on the CRI and through their self-report, of having good
successful marriages.

Further research may use this data of

successfully married couples as a comparison with other groups of
couples.

In doing so further gains may be made in more clearly

defining a "successful marriage".
be

followed~up

Furthermore, these 42 couples may

again at a later date to determine if they continue to

view their marriage as successful and satisfying perhaps five years
from now.
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Date

Hr. and Hrs. Smith
1235 Hain
Rockford, IL
Dear
Please allow me to introduce myself. I am, like you, a past
participant of l1arriage Encounter. I am also a doctoral student here
at Loyola University of Chicago and am presently working on my
dissertation which is a follow-up study of Father Lawrence Urbaniak's
dissertation. I received your name and address from Father Urbaniak
who assured me that you were willing to be contacted for a Marriage
Encounter follow-up study.
Since you indicated, at the time of your Marriage Encounter, your
willingness to participate in a follow-up study, I am sure that you
are most interested in helping other couples decide on the value of
making a Marriage Encounter. This will definitely be a significant
contribution on your part toward helping other couples grow and
develop in their narital relationship.
As a past participant in Marriage Encounter you are now among a
rapidly growing number of couples with whom very little follow-up has
been done. According to many theorists t~rriage Encounter assists
couples to maintain and further develop a good marriage. However,
there has been very little research done on a long term b~sis to
validate this claim.
Enclosed are a couples' questionnaire to be filled out by both of
you together; also a husband and wife questionnaire and a copy of the
Caring Relationship Inventory to be filled out by each of you
individually. I want to assure you that your response is completely
voluntary. Should you choose to leave any of these questionnaires
blank, know that your choice in this matter will be respected.
Upon completion, please return all of these questionnaires and
inventories in the stamped addressed envelopes provided for each of
you for this purpose. Be assured of complete confidentiality. Your
responses will remain anonymous.
I would now like to thank each of you in advance for your
cooperation. If I do not hear from you within ten days I will be
contacting you again.
Yours sincerely,
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR COUPLES*
Complete this questionnaire tog&ther, mutually agreeing o~ th&
answers. Fill in the blanks where appropriate. In all ott.er
questions circle the appropriate codes. Please answer all

DIRECTIONS.:

questions.

Marriage Encounter is an intensive weekend experience when couples are

introduced to a structured form of communication called dialogue. At the close
of the weekend couples are encouraged to remain in contact with other dialoguing
couples. In Part A please indicate your degree of involvement in follow-up and
other activities since your Marriage Encounter. Also indicate your frequency of
dialogue since your Marriage Encounter. Your personal comment in *9 will be
appreciated.
l.

Since your Marriage Encounter have you been involved in follow-up activitie•?

Ol
02

Yes
No

If your answer to number 1 is yes, please answer number 2.
2.

Indicate the follow-up activities you have been involved in for each 6 montt
period since your Marriage Encounter by putting a check ( ~ ) in the appropriate space below.
Within
First 6
months

Within
7-12
1110nths

Within
13-18
1110nths

Within
19-24
JDOnths

Within
25-30
months

Withir.
3l-3E
months

Post Encounter Program
Love Circle
Dialogue Workshop
Unit or Nat. Convention
!Iockie Renewal
Share Groups (c~unity)
Anniversary Weekend
FaJDilY Weekend
Other:

*

Please note:

If you are now a single person please attempt to complete as
much of this questionnaire as possible.
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3.

Have you participated in any other enrichment programs
Encounter since your Marriage Encounter?
Ol
02

~of

Marriage

Yes
No

If your answer to number 3 is yes, please answer number 4.
4.

Indicate the types of programs you have participated in for each 6 month
period since your Marriage Encounter by putting a check ( ~ ) in the appropriate space belo~.
Within
First 6
months

Within
7-12
months

Within
13-18
months

Within

19-24
1110nths

Within
25-30
months

Withir.
31-3&
months

Weekend retreat
Parent Effectiveness
training
Other Encounter Groups
Other programs:

5.

As part of the Marriage Encounter weekend you were introouceo to the "10-lO"
dialogue. Have you continued this dialogue since your Y~rriage Encounter?

01
02

Yes
No

If your answer to number 5 is yes, please answer number 6.
6.

Indicate your frequency of dialogue for each 6 months period since your
Marriage Encounter by putting a check ( { ) in the appropriate space below.

I

I

Hi frequency:
(dialogued on the
average of 5 or more
days weekly)
Medium frequency:
(dialogued on the
average of 3 or 4
days a week)
frequency:
(dialoqueo 2 or fewer
da;ts weekl;tl

Low

Within
First 6
months

Within
7-12
months

Within
13-18
months

Within
19-24
months

Within
25-30
months

Within
31-36
months
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7.

Have you received marriage counseling since Marriage Encounter?
01

Yes

02

No

If your answer to number 7 is yes, please answer number

s.

S.

Please indicate below the reason for marriage counseling.

9.

If you wish to comment further about your Marriage Encounter experienc~
and how this experience has effected your marriage please feel free to de
so in_ the space below.

I 1
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Marriage is a growth process often involving periods of change. If you
hav£ experienced any cha:.ges in your marital and/or family lifestyle sine£
your Marriage Encounter please respond to both parts of each question.
If you have exP£rienced no changes respond only to the first part of each
question.
1.

A)

Has your marital status changed since Marriage Encounter?
01
02

B)

Yes
No

If your answer is yes, please circle below your current marital status.
Wife

~

01
02
03

widowed and re-married
divorced
divorced and re-married
divorced artc annulled
divorced, annullec, re-married
separated
legally separated

04
05

06
07
OS
2.

A)

B)

Ol

widoweC

04

('5
06
07

OS

Has either of you completed any further formal education since Marriage
Encounter?
01

Yes

02

No

If your answer is yes, please circle below the last year of education
you completed since your Marriage Encounter.
~

Grade School
High Schoo} I
COllege
Graduate School
3.

02

03

1
l
l
l

2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4

!!.!.!!

s

6 7 8

s

6

1 2 3 4
l 2 3 4
l 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

s

6 7 8

s

6

Has your occupation changed since Marriage Encounter?

'Oi'YH

Husband

Wife
or-Yes

02

02

No

No

If either answer is yes, please indicate your current occupation below:
Husband=----------------------------------------------------------Wife=----------------------------------------------------------
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4.

A)

Has either of you 1110ved since your Marriage Enoounter?

OlYeS

Husband

Wife
or--Yes

02

02

No

No

If your answer is yes, please answer B, C, D, E, and F.
B)

What has been the distance of your move?
01

02
03
04
C)

Ho~

would you identify your new community?
01
02

03

D)

less than a mile
one to five miles
five to ten miles
more than ten miles

Rural
Suburban
Urban

Please indicate the size of your new community.
01
02
03
04
OS

Population
Population
Population
Population
Population

less than 5,000
betWeen 5,001 and 20,000
between 20,001 and 50,000
between 50,001 and 100,000
over 100,000

E)

How long (in years) have you lived at your present address in this

F)

new community? ------------------------------------------------What was the reason for your move?
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5.

Has your annual income changed significantly since Marriage Encounter?
~

Husband

Wife
or-Yes

02

02

No

No

If either answer is yes please circle below your current annual icome.

Wife's Income

Husband's income
Below $3,200
Between $3,201 ana $10,000
Between $10,001 ana $20,ooo
Between $20,001 ana $40,ooo
Between $40,001 ana $50,000
Between $S0,001 ana $80,000
Betweer. $80,001 ana s1oo,ooo
Above $100,000

01
02
03
04
05
06
07

08

6.

Has

01
02
03
04

OS
06
07
08

your Religious Affiliation changed since Marriage Encounter?

Oi'""""YU

HUsband

Wife
or-Yell

02

02

No

No

If either answer is yes, please circle be.low your current Religious
Affiliation.
Husband
_0_1_

Wife

02
03
04

OS

7.

01

Jlone
catholic
Protestant
Jewish
Other

02
03
04

OS

Please indicate the current age, sex, marital and home status for all
children. (If there are no children please write~).

!2

~

!!!E:.!.!S.

LivinSI with

MF

Yes

110

Yes

No

2.

MF

Yes

110

Yes

No

3.

------5.
----

MF

Yes

110

Yes

No

4.

MF

Yes

110

Yes

110

M!'

Yes

110

Yes

110

---7.
----

MF

Yes

110

Yea

No

M!'

Yes

No

Yes

No

M!'

Yes

No

Yes

No

1.

6.

a.

----

~ou
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOP
DIRECTIONS:

HUSS~~~

This questionnaire deals with your unique perceptions of
various factors. Your spouse is comFleting an identical
questionnaire.

There are no correct or incorrect answers,

only the way in which you evaluate and perceive what exists.
Please complete this form without consulting your spouse.
Circle only one code for questions l through 10.
Various authorities on ~rriage and family life have attempted to
identify the necessary ingredients for a successful marriage. They have
emphasized a n1.lll'.ber of different factors which can and do affect an}· relationship. Factors such as communication, sharing, occupation, finances,
together with sexual, religious and personal satisfaction have all been
mentioned frequently. Please rate yourself on the following dimensions.

1.

Please rate your general level of practice of your religion. (For
instance, to what extent do you attend your place of worship weekly;
to what extent do you participate in the activities of your church
or synagogue communities?)
01

Excellent

02

Above average

03

Average

04

Below average

OS

Poor

06

Not applicable

If your response was 04 or OS please comment, if you wish.
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2.

Please rate the general level of physical and emotional health of
your family. (For instance, to what extent have family ~embers been
free fr~ hospitalization; to what extent have children and/or spouse
been free of serious illnesses?)
Ol

Excellent

02

Above Average

03

Average

04

Below Average

OS

Poor

If your response vas 04 or OS please comment, if you wish.

3.

Please rata the general level of financial security of your family.
(For instance, regardless of income, hov would you perceive your
financial ability to maintain a desired laval of living?)
01

Excellent

02

Above Average

03

Average

04

Below Average

OS

Poor

If your response vas 04 or OS please comment, if you wish.
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4.

Please rate your general level of sexual satisfaction with your spouse.
01

Excellent

02

Above Average

03

Average

04

Below Average

05

Poor

If your response was 04 or 05 please comment, if you wish.

5.

Please rate the quality of your relationship with your chi~dren.
(For instance, to what extent do you enjoy their company, communicate
with them, spend time with them?)
01

Excellent

02

Above Average

03

A'V'erage

04

Below Average

05

Poor

If your response was 04 or 05 please comment, if you wish.

~5

6.

Please rate the extent to which parents, brothers, sisters and other
family members are readily accessible to you for contact and/or support.
01

Excellent

02

Above Average

03

Average

04

Below Average

OS

P<:>or

If your response was 04 or OS please comment, if you wish.

7.

Please rate your general level of occupational satisfaction. (For
instance, to what extent does your occupation fulfill your intellectual
and emotional needs?)
01

Excellent

02

Above Average

03

Average

04

Below Average

OS

Poor

If your response was 04 or OS please coznment, if you wish.
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8.

Please rate your general level of marital satisfaction. (Some of the
above ratings may be helpful in making this estimation.)
01

Excellent

02

Above Average

03

Average

04

Below Average

OS

Poor

If your response was 04 or OS please comment, if you wish.

9.

10.

Regardless of your response to the above questions, please indicate
if you have received individual counseling since Marriage Encounter.
01

Yes

02

No

Please rate Marriage Encounter as to the effect it has had on your
present marital relationship.
01

Excellent

02

Above Average

03

, .04
05

Average
Below Average
Poor

If your response was 04 or OS please comment, if you wish.
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11.

In the space provided below feel free to ace any further comments
you might wish to make regarding your experience of Marriage Encounter.
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QUESTIONN1Ji\E FOR WIFE

DIRECTIONS:

This questionnaire deals with your unique perceptions of
various factors. Your spouse is cc~pleting an identical
questionnaire.

There are no correct or incorrect answers,

only the way in which you evaluate and perceive what exists.
Please complete this form without consulting your spouse:
Circle only one cede fer questions 1 through 10.
Various authorities on marriage and facily life have attempted to
identify the necessary ingredients fer a successful marriage. They have
emphasized a number of different factors w~~ch can and do affect any relationship. Factors such as communication, sharing, occupation, finances,
together with sexual, religious and personal satisfaction have all been
. .ntioned frequently. Please rate yourself on the following dimensions.
1.

Please rate your general level of practice of your religion. (For
inatance, to what extent do you attend your place of worship weekly;
to what extent do you participate in the activities of your church
or arnagogue cciiiZ!Iunities?)
01 · £xcellent
02

Above average

03

Average

04 Below average

OS Poor
06 •at applicable
If your response was 04 or OS please co=ment, if you wish.
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2.

Please rate tbe general level of physical ana emotional health of
your family. (For instance, to what extent have family members been
free f1"01D hospitalization, to what u:tent have children and/or spouse
been free of serious illnesses?)
01

Excellent

02

Above Average

03

Avera9e

04

Below Avera9e

05

Poor

If your response was 04 or OS please comment, if you wish.

3.

Please rate the general level of financial aecurity of your family.
(For i1111tence, re9ardless of incOllle, bow would you perceive your
financial ability to maintain a desired level of living?)
01

Excellent

02

Above Avera9e

03

Avera9e

04

Below Avera9e

05

Poor

If your response was 04 or OS please co....nt, i f you wish.

..
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4.

Please rate your general level of sexual satisfaction with your spouse.
01

Excellent

02

J\bove Average

03

Average

04

Below Average

05

Poor

If your response was 04 or 05 please comment, if you wish.

S.

Please rate the quality of your relationship with your chi1dren.
(For instance, to what extent do you enjoy their company, communicate
wi~ them, spend time with thee?)
01

Excellent

02

Above Average

03

Average

04

Below Average

OS

Poor

If your response was 04 or 05 please comment, if you wish.
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6.

Please rate the extent to which parents, brothers, sisters and other
family members are readily accessible to you for contact and/or support.

01

Excellent

02

Above Average

03

Average

04

Below Average

OS

Poor

If your response was 04 or OS please comment, if you

7.

~ish.

Please rate your general level of occupational satisfaction. (For
instance, to what extent does your occupation fulfill your intellectual
and emotional needs?)
01

Excellent

02

Above Average

03

Average

04

Below Average

OS

Poor

If your response was 04 or OS please comment, if you

~ish.
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B.

P~ease rate your general level of marital satisfaction.
(Some of the
above ratings may be helpful in making this estimation.)

01

Excellent

02

Above Average

03

Average

04

Below Average

OS

Poor

If your response was 04 or OS please comment, if you wish.

9.

10.

Regardless of your response to the above questions, please indicate
if you have received individual counseling since Marriage Encounter.
01

Yes

02

No

Please rate Marriage Encounter as to the effect it has had on your
present marital relationship.
Ol

Excellent

02

Above Average

03

Average

.04
OS

Below Average
Poor

If your response was 04 or OS please comment, if you wish.
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11.

In the apace proviaed ~low feel free to add any further comments
you might wish to ~e regaraing your experience of Marriage Encounter.
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DIRECTIO.''o'S
This inventory conalsts of a number of atatements describln& yoW' fee lines
3nd reactions tO\\·ard another peraoa.. Read each a&atement and mark it either
True or false as applted to this other pero011.
You are to mark your answers directly Oil this booklet as 11 •hown in the
dxample below. If the statement Is TRUE or MOSTLY TRUE as applied to thla
other person, blacken between the linesinlbe column beaded
T. (See example 1 at the right.) If the ll'atement is FALSE
u ... c.,....,
or !'1<1l' t:SUALLY T Rt:E, as applted to thia person, then
T
r
blacken between the lines In the column headed F. (See
I. ....
example 2 at the ri&bt.) If a atatement does not apply, or
2 .....
If It Is somethinc that you don't know about, makl no mark
for that item. Howe\·er, try to make some answer for every statement .
.-\iter you bave completed the Inventory for this other person, fold the Oapa
outward on paces l and 2 and, without conolderlnc your prevlolll responses,
answer the statements "':tin for yoW' Ideal, which Is defined as the person to
whom you would like to be marrlecl.
Do not leave any blank spacea If ,ou,can avoid it. Make JOW' marks heavy
and black. Erase completely any answer you wish to cbanp.
Before answertn& the ilemo, be sure to fill In completely the Information
called for be low.

..............
.......

-

YOUR !'IA.\IE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- " ' G E - - - DA.TE _ _ _- r_ _ OCCUPA.TION_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
~IARITAL STATUS:

MARRIEOD

SINGLED

DIVORCEDD

WIOOWEDD

:-:A~lE Of PERSON R A T E " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

RE LATIONSHlP:
GIRL FRIENDD
~t:~lBER

FlA.NCEED

WIFED

DfVORCEO SPOUSED

OF YEARS IN THIS RELATIONSHIP·-----------
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filiAl
T

1. llllce to !alee care of her when lhe Is sick
2. 1 respect her Individuality

..... ....
. :::: ....

3. I can underslllld the -Y abe feels •

.

....
..... ....

f. 1 want to know details about tblnp abe does .
5. 1 feel guilty when I am selfish with her •

::::

..... ....

6. 1 am afraid or makiDg mistakes around her
7. I like her juat u abe tl, with DO c!IIDpa •

8. I have a aeed tc be DMded by her
9. I make many demands on her
10. 1 feel very possessive ~ her

. :::: ....
. :::: ....
.
. :::: ....,
. ::::
::::

11. I have the feeling that we are ''huddles" tcptber.
12. I share lmporlant common Interests with ber
13. I care for her even 11•ben abe does tblugs that upset or annoy me.
14. I am bothered by fears of belug stupid or lnadeqll&te with her .
15. I have a feel inc for what her experiences feelllloe to ber •
16. I really value ber as an Individual or a unique persoa
17. I seek a p-eat deal of priVIc_r with her • • . . • •
16. J feel It llll!ceasary to defe""Fy put actions to her
19. I like to tease her • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
20. Crltlclem from her maices me doubt my feellugs about my own worth
21. I feel deeply her most palnfuJ feellup

22. My relatlonablp with her Is comfortable and undemanding

23. My feeling for ber Is often purely physical and anlmally sexual
24. I have tastes In common 111th ber wblch others do not share.

25. I spend a lot of time tblnklng about her •
26. llmow the weaknesses I see, In her are also my weaknesses.
27. llllce to express my carlug'by klsslug ber on the cheek
28. I feel free to 1bow my weaknesses In froat of ber
29. My feeling for her baa a rough, strong, even fierce quality.
30. I know her well eoough that I don't havetcaskfortbedetallsofberactlvltles ,

32. I try'to Wlderatand her from ber point of vfew.
34. I can care for myself In spite of her feellnp for me •
35. I am afraid to be myself with her

ai _ , . , -

,.,.1.

.. : : : : :
.. : : : : : :
... : .. : :
.. : : : : :
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fl. My feellug for ber Is an expreasloa of what I mlghtcallmyloveforManldnd. .::::
f2. Tbe expression ·or my OWD llll!edl Ia more lmpor- than pleasing her
.. ::::

88. I care for ber eDough to let ber 10, or even tc give her up
89. I like to touch ber
fO. My feellnc for ber tl baaed OD her accompltlbmenta •

... : : .. :

....
....

0

'::::

37. My feellug for her tl Independent of other relationabips

: :: :

:

.... .. : :

....
....
....
....
....

36. My good feellugs for ber come back eaeUy after quarrels

T

.. : :

. .... ....
\:::: ....
....
. .... ....
. .... ....
. :::: ....
. :::: ....
. ::: ....

0

·•

::;:

T

T

31. It Is easy to turn a blind eye to her faults
33. I want what 11 best for ber

OTHU

,

•

T
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43. My carlile for 111m Ill cbuaclerlsed b.J a deelre to~
to eommlt my llfe completelJ liD 111m • • • • • •
oM. I require IIIJPrecllltkiD from 111m
45. 1 care for 111m.,.., wbeD be Ill -..,ld

•

. ::::

....

::::

....

::::

....

T

F

::::

....

ol6. My rellll1ollllhlp to blm ... a qua11ty of uclumDeea or · -....

•

DTHI•

47. My oarlDC for 111m - - eve more tbaD my oarlDC for myeelf
48. He HeiU to brlllc out tbe beat 1D IDe

41. 1 feel t11at I beve to pve 111m ..._. for my

ao.

feellllc•

Bellllrejectad b.7 111m c~~apa my feellDp for 111m •

111. I would p.e up almoat UlJ'tbllll for Jdm
112. I feel I 0811 aay &DJthlDII fMl to 111m
13. My feellllc for 111m bea a qaa11ty of
54. I 0811 be ........h:e lllld po.tu.. with Jdm
55. I fMI tbat we "ataad toptber" ._.mat tbe • - • of outaldora
118. I fMI a 11tr0111 ..,.. or rellpOIISibllity for blm
57. I Uve wltb 111m 1D term• of m y - · W.e, diiiW..e, ad values
118. lo_,._ I clemuld that be IIIHta ~ IIMdoo •
Ill. lly fMIIIII for 111m ... a atrcq: t-Joua qaa11ty •
10. lly feellllc for 111m . . . . qaa11ty of,...._

forlhne•• .

11. 10811 teD wbet be Ill '"llllc f-eD WbeD be doeeD't talk about It
112. J IIIJPraolate lllm
13. lf•l be Ill& aood friiiDd
M. I beve a ....S to lf'9e or do tii1Dp for 111m
85. My feellllc for lllm ... a q,allty of oomp&NlaD or aympatby •
86. I bave a atrcmc pbya1cal dee ire for 111m
87. I cu. be IDcoDelllt&t or Wac1calwltb Jdm
88. I beve a lltroai....S liD be 111m •
19. J cu. be both atrcq:Uld weak wltb 111m
70. h nemo u 1f I beve ahraya' feh carlile for lllm frOID tbe flret
momeDt I lr:Dew lllm
~
11. I am afraid ID ahow my fear• to blm
•
T2. I ba"" a doep feei1Dc of - r D for 11.111 Mlfare u a bumaD beiDI
T3. My relatiODehlp 110 111m Ill cberacteriaed b.J a deep feeillll of
eamaraderle or CIOIIIJ"&doahlp
•
T4. I be4 a feeliiW of "''Pnc~Mlaa of 11.111 value u a bumaD beiDI
76. lly P...llll-d lllm Ill oberaalerlsed b.7 overn-, DOt ucrlfloe
T8. lly C&J1Dc for 111m IICIIIIIIUJMa to be aclulftq ....,.1cal
TT. lamafraldtoahowmytNralll~oflllm.
•
T8. I W. to apreN my a&riDI for 111m b.7 oanulllllllm a Feet dNI
,.. Bill a&riDI for- _ , . . • lr:llld o f - JIIIINil" - -

10. My relatloDahlp with 111m Ill obencterlllad b.J 11. I bave a - d to ~111.111 relau...hlpa wW. otllera

12. J .... able to ...... my..-....-. eull7 liD Jdm •
13. I feal lie ... lllfiDlte wonb ad dlpii;J •
•
,.l'ti/ITAKT: Ami/ t:IJ.fltETIMB "flll.WitTDIIY RIIJI llfl"fll NA/'6 IIIITJIIAIID.
AIID. WTTIIIJIIT t:IJ/181/IEIIIMB YIIUIII'IImll/1$ _,.,11$1$, AnWEll "fill /Tlll6
AllAIN Rill YIIUIIIIIEAJ.. "fllli'EIIIIIM Til Willi. rN Wllflllllllll TII.IIAIIII/III.
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DIRECTIONS
This ln,·entory conslsuo of a number of statements descrlbin& your feellnas
and reactions toward another person. Read each statement and mark It either
Tl'\le or False as applied 10 this other person.
You are to mark your answers directly on this booklet as ts shown In the
example below. If tbe statement Ia TRt:E or MOSTLY TRt:E as applied 10 this
other penon, blacken between the llnu tn the column headed
T. {See example I at the rt&bt.) If the ptement Is FALSE
or SOT l"St:ALLY TRl'E, as applted lp this person, theft
blacken between the lines In the column headed F. 1See
1. ~
example 2 at the right.) If a statement doeo not apply, or
2.
. If It ts somethin& that you don't ~· about, make no mark
Cor that item. However. try to make some answer for every statement •
.\Iter you have completed the inventory for this other person, fold the flaps
outward on paaes 1 and 2 and, wttbout conslderlq your prevloua reaponses,
answer the <tatementa apln for your Ideal, which Is defined u the peroon 10
whom you.would like to be married.
Do not leave any blank spaces If you can avoid it. llake your marks heavy
and black. Erase completely any answer you wish 10 chanae.
Before answerin& the Items, be slire 10 fill in completely the Information
called lor below,

...............
Col--

--

YOl"R

SA~IE

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ AGE. _ _ __

~TE---------OCCt:PATION

~IARITAL STATfS:

__________________

liARRIEDD SINGLED

DIVORCEDD WIDOWEDD

:SAllE Of PERSON R A T E u . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - RELATIONSHIP:
BOY FRIENDD

FIANCED

Ht:SBANDD

DIVORCED SPOUSED

Sl")!BER OF YEARS I:S THIS RELATIONSHIP·-------------
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1. llllrr to take care or him wbeD be Ia sick
2. 1 respect his IDdlvtch&llty
3. 1 can UDderataDd the way be feela

...

.

11. llla'fe the feeliDc that we are "bblddiee" tiapther.
12. 1 ehare important comm011 IDtereeta with him •
13. 1 care for him even wben be does th!Dcs that "'set or 1111110y me •
14. I am bothered by fears of bellll ~ld or ID&dequete with him •
15. I have a feeiiDc for what his aperleDcea feel W.. to him •
_16. I really value him u &D IDd1viUI or a lllllque per17. 1 - k a IP"'&t deal of privacy with him •
18. I feel it aeceaaary to defe!iil my put 8Ctlau to him.
I
19. I lllrr to teue him
20. Crltlclam fram him lll&kes me doubt my feeliDco about my _,worth
21. I feel deeply hie moat paiDful feeliDca
23. My feeliDc for him Ia often purely phyalcal &lid &D1mally

-r .

24. I haft taallea ID C«DJDOD with him which otbera do- ahare

tbiJ1k1Dc llboul him •

26. I bow the wealcDeaaeo I aee Ill him are &lao my w.U...aaea •
OD

the cheek

28. 1 feel free to ahow my wealcDeaaea Ill fnlllt of him

l"OIIIh. atroD&. flaroe qaal1ty.
80. lkllcJr,· him welle-ch that I dolft llavetoukforthe detalla ofhla&CUviUes •

29. My feeiiDc for him baa a

81. It Ia euy to tun a blllld eye to hla faulte
S2. I trfto UDderataDd him !rom hla poiDt of 9iaw •
S3. 1 want what Ia heat for him

34. I - care -for myaelf ID aplle or hla teel!Dp for me
S5. 1 am afraid to he myaelf with him
86. My iood feeliDca for him come heck aully after quarrela

37. My feeliDc for him Ia IDdepeDdeat of otber relaU...ahlpa

sa.

I cere for him eDOQih to Jet him
39. llllrr to toueb him

ro.

..

::::

..

::::
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. ::::'
....
. ::::

. ::::
....
.
::::
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::::
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. ::::
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22. My relationship with him Is comfortable ..,d UDCiemuadlq

by klaaiJII him

T

....

.... .... ....

::::

.:::: ::::·

8. 1 have a Deed to be MeCied by him
e. I lll&ke IIWI)' demaDda on him
10. 1 feel .,..,. poaee..lve -.rd him

~

liTH If

.... ....

.... .... .... ....
.:::: :::: .... ....
. :::: :::: .... ....

5. 1 feel guilty wben I am Nlflah with him.
6. 1 am afraid of makiDc llllilltalrea U'OUIId him •
7. llllrr him juat U be Ia, with DO c .......

27. llllu! to express my

::::

.::::

I want to kllow details about tltiDp be does

25. I apeDd a lot of time

•

/IlEAl

or even to pre him "' •

40. My feeiiDc for him Ia baaed on hla accompllahm•ta •
Cl. My feeiiDc for him Ia an expreaaiDD of what JmilbtcallmyloveforM&DkiDd.
42. Tbe expreaa1011 of my _ , -da Ia more Important th&D pleuiJII him

,.... ,., ...,., - -..,.,_- ,..z.
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•IMAI
a. My carla~ for llilll18 cllo.raderlucl bJ a dMift to,.._..
to eom~~~lt 1117 life oompletelJ 1D 11i111 • • • • • •
.. . 1 requ~re awnc~at~oD from 111z11 •
• •

. ::::' '

.
. ::::
::::

fS. l oare for 111m - • wlla .., 18 Rllpld
•
•. My relatlODehlp to IIIII> llu a ~ or uct.mae" or ..__....
f7. My oarJIII for llilll _.,.. ..,.., more tllaD ID)' oarJ111 for 1D7Hll
f8. He -IDI to brq out IIIIo beat 1D IDe

::::

•

'

::::

....

....uv

::::

-ae

111. 1 fael a
or reapa~~~lbllity for 111m
•
17. IU.. with IIIII> 1D lei'IDI of ID7 wUII, :W.a, dlaliRo, ad val,.o
18.
I clemaad tllat be IDHta 1111 -.do •

.,_u-

It. My faeliDI for llilll llu •
to. 117 fMUar for 111z11 11u •

atrozc Jealau llll&lll7 •

• •

...,uv or,.._

•

•

•

"·
fl.
10.
11.
12.

• •

a.

-111
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to be acllaotftlJ pll,plcll

,_of 111m ·• • •

::::
::::
:::: ::::
::::
:::: ::::
:::: ::::
:::: ::::

. ::::

•

•

powor--

lW.toaprue1DJ--forldmbJ--1111D•F'Mideel
forald.s fiii'Utlilltlft
II)' NlaiiDIIolllp wHb 111m Ia - - r U M by awl •
1 ..... a Mad to -..oJ 1118 nlatlaulllpe wltb Gillan
I am lble to upoee 1117 .............u, ID IWD.
lfael • ... 1Df1Dite ....a. ad dlpll.7 • • • •
• • • • •

IIIII.....,.

uu

.::::

::::

'"· ...... . . . _ fiiiiiiPNClatiDII el )118 . . . . . . . . . . . . - fl. II)' atvliDI wward 111m Ia o11aruter1uc1 bJ cworflllor, - aacrWae

f7. J am afraid to ..... 1117 teare ID

....

::::

::::

•ep

"· 117 ....... for ..... _ . . _ . -

::::

::::

"'• l•veaMedtopordD.._.forlillm •
•
15. My feeJuc for 111m llu a ...,UV or·oompuaiDII or 1J1D11A11a7 •
16. J ..... a atl'oDI pll,alcll deolft for 111m
17. I caa be lDCG>alatet or Waclcllwlth llilll
II. J ..vea..-..c...ttDbe-IIIIID.
• •
lt. loaa be boUs •trocw aad...U with 111m •
70. 11 -~~~• u If J llave alwa,a t.lt oarJ111 for 111m from tile flnt
IDOmeDI J ..... IIIII>
•
,
,
71. 1 am afraid to abcla- my fearo to IIIII>
•
'fll. J ..... a
faellDI of - r a for 1118 -11are u a twaaa beq
7a. 117 nlaUOIIIIIIp ID llilll 18 ollaract.rl8ad bJ a deep faei1DI of

_.....lie or eomradaahlp

'

::::

. ....
. :::: ....
' ,
.::::
.

•

._.'t ..U. about It

11. loaa teD wllatlle Ia IHJuc • • wlla . .
a. 1 awreclal.e 111m
• •1
• •
•
a. 1 r.1 11a 18 a ....,.s fr1aDd
• •

....

.:::: ::::

•

13. 117 - - for 111m ....
or forat-N .
.... J - be ......t\e IIDd poalthe ...... 111m
16. 1 fael tbat we. "ataad taptber" ~tile,...,. or -ldore

.croac

....

. :::: ....

ft. l fMI tbat J llave to atw I I I I I > - for ID7 fMillrc•
10 . . ..., rejected bf IIIII> cllaDpa 1DJIM11Dp for llilll •

11. l would lift liP ahaoat •Jddal for.....
12. l feel! oaa "1 UQ'IIIIDI J fMI to 111m

... .

• 1'0/ITAIIT: Am/1 &IIMI't.niMI m IBEIITD/IY RIU .O'TII RA/11 DI/ITWA/ID,
MIJ. WITIIDUT &IIMIIDI/11111 Ylll/11 l'llmDIIS M$NIUEI, A/IIWI/1 'Till niMS
MAI/I Nl/1 YIIIIIIIIIIAI., 'Till NMIIM 711 ,.,•• Yllll WIIIIUI1111111IIIIAMIU.
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